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consuls were afraid to assert themrlate as well as other states, except- MEDIATORS MEET
selves.
ing possibly smile in the south?
Y
all1
WITH EMPLOVES
is developing
"I want to ask the senator from
"Manufacturing
New Mux too if it isn't true that the.
over the south, crops are more diverCOMMITTEE
Herman minister made the Mexico
sified, and there is every reason to
that if left alone under the
government pay him ten thousand
New York, July 22, -- At their meet-linmarks for the murder of a German
tariff its prospetity will
GIRLS
LOSE
LIVES
KILLS
FIRE
FORTY
CONVICTS
wild the employes' committee of
citizen, and if it is not also true that
to increase
with grea
continue
lu yesterday afternoon, the medialegation
;a member of the German
si rides. P.ut this bill will hurt, instead
tors, it was learned today, heard the
went to a court martial aud rescued
it helping tiie south, as its origina' labor
IN FACTORY FIRE
ON PRISON FARM
leaders accuse the Erie and the
an American citizen whose own peoti rs seem to think will be the esise."
railroad managers of had faith, and
they
ple could do nothing because
to
hi!!
the
end
from
end,
Analyzing
men expected that the otlicers of
were not. backed by the government?
Senator Hoot declared that "of the jtlie
AT BINGHAMPTON
the Erie would he asked to answer
TRAPPED
IN AN ANTIQUATED
CONVICT
was in hopes that when a new presi- OVERALL FACTORY
IN
many monstrous provisions of this
NEW MEXICO'S REPRESENTATIVE
(these charges at their conference with ON TUI STAND BEFORE THE LOBBY
dent and new secretary of state came
IN TWENTY
AND
BURNS
PRISONERS
ARE tariff law, perhaps tiie worst is the
MINUTES,
CAGE, 35 NEGRO
the board.
in
different
a
would
policy
pursue
they
one designed to annihilate the proSENATE, AND BILL MURRAY IN
investigating committee he
W. G. Lee, president ()' die
FORTY OUT OF 125 GIRLS EMPLOYED
ROASTED ALIVE WITH NO CHANCE TO
and I am disappointed that they have
in
duction
this
of sugar
country."
of
A
declured
not."
Railway Trainmen,
Detracts yesterday's most
HOUSE, EACH TRY TO FORCE
ARE BURNED TO DEATH.
"It seems almost Incredible
ESCAPE.
that that the Erie had withdrawn from
By way of giving specific instance
should make itself responany
ACTION of lack of
party
RADICAL AKD DECISIVE
sensational evidence about
jtlie conference of eastern railroads
protection for Americans,
sible for such a great calamity as put- Willi the consent of the
fcrnator Fall told of the murder of
managers'
TMnghampton, N. Y., July 22. Forty
Jackson, Miss, July 22. Trapped ting sugar on the free list to benefit, conference
BY ADMINISTRATION.
WATSON.
for the purpose of testing
Fountain, an American, and declared girls are believed to have lost their by flames in the second floor of an a
on the coast." The sena- whether the men
refiners
lew
would
Founreally
H5
really
that the rebel leader, Salazar,
negro tor continued:
lives in a fire which destroyed the antiquated convict cage,
strike. Mr. Lee insisted Unit further
tain's murderer, had soon after cross-i- Freeman Overall
after- prisoners were burned to death at the
this
of
"The
factory
FEDERALS HEMMED IN
per
consumption
capita
usewith
were
the Erie
to a hotel on the American side of
negotiations
Oakley convict farm, 20 miles from sugar is over fi
noon.
now less. The road, he said, was controlled
annually
pounds
lie border and had been permitted to
here
late
lust night.
The fire started at 2:30 o'clock and
and
per cent of that enters into the, by the bankers.
IN STATE OF COAHUILA return to Mexico unmolested.
IS DENIED ATTORNEYS
The flames rapidly ate away Hie
had completely destroyed the buildii.anufacture
of confectionery,
etc.,! In reply, Judge Chambers, chairman
Charles L. Montague, an American
lo the second
leading
only
stairway
in
minutes.
a per capita consumption of of the board of mediation, so the men
floor. The prisoners tore at the heavy making
tanker of Cananea, threatened with ingOne twenty
hundred and twenty-livgirls
the remainder of II) per cent. Nn one declare, told them that public
., July 22.
Washington, D.
Washington, I). C July 22. Martin
on
no
bars
lo
him saved, the senator declared when were in the
but
the
windows,
jail
when the lire was
the slightest reduction in ment probably would bring the Krie 1. Mulhall, the
Fall of Xew Mexico today called "two hundred and 5i1 American citi- - discovered. factory
memdrove
flames
avail.
hack
The
lobby witness before
The police declare that
bers of the rescue party each time confectionery and such things as it lo terms, if they would withdraw their ihe senate committee today retracted
up his resolution for the protection of vt ns in Cananea took up their rifles at least forty tailed to escape.
result of the duly nn sugar. On the threat to strike.
Judge Chambers
other AmerV
American
citizens In foreign coun- f.nd several thousand
Twelve girls were taken to the hos- they attempted to liberate the negfree sugar said he did not believe the Erie hud his charges that former Kepresentaemaining consumption
one. fell hack into
one
who
roes,
a
cans
miles
from
few
border
let
it
by
the
tive Watson, of Indiana, was employpital badly injured.
tries. It refers to conditions In Mexpparently would make an annual pef withdrawn from the conference with ee
be known that if Montague was harmThere were heart rending scenes the flames and perished.
ico. Chairman Bacon of the foreign
the connivance of the hoard of man- by private interests while a mem;."
of
but
when
cents,
capila
saving
constructed
was
The
ten
state
the
Sonora
ed
of
building
probably wouia when several girls clinging to fire esrelations committee demanded that it
llIU' lllat l'e felt K'i'-tman- ber of congress, to work for a tariff
''
beet
the
refiners
will
control
the
sugar
disa
of
taken
from
lumber
to
years
ago
another nation than capes were swept by sheets of Haines,
that Its te an adjunct
said he
be sent to that committee,
business and the consumer will not agers were anxious to have all the commission bill. Mulhall
Mexico.
n or jumped from the factory windows. carded penitentiary; there was no lire benefit
"was
terms might be carefully weighed.
mistaken."
eastern
railroads
stand
as
together.
lias
shown."
experience
at
the farm and
"The present occupant of the Whits Exactly how many were penned Inside fighting apparatus
"Words are very serious things at
Attorneys for the National AssociaDemocrats Will Not Waste Time.
the first floor of the building was filled
tion of Manufacturers may not be pertimes," he said,' "and this is one of the House knows very little about the sit- was hard to determine in the panic. with inflammable matter.
Democrats declared today THE DAY IN
Senate
in
uation
CONGRESS. mitted to
Mexico," concluded Senator The walls of the big building fell at
times."
Martin M.
The convicts all were worked in the that few set tariff speeches would
2:05 o'clock.
e
Senator Fall asked that It be passed Fall.
lobbyist,
come from their side of the chamber.
Mulhall, the confessed
of
cotton
state
fields
and
the
farm
"I believe when he knows the facts
At 3:45 p. m. two bodies were seen
at once, asserting that it waB thorthe senate investigating commitSenate,
"We
to
are
not
in
take
were
time
up
housed
the
for
the
going
"cage"
oughly understood by every senator. he will adopt a very different course." lying on Division street cut completely
When Attorney
Robert
Met at noon and resumed debate on tee.
th!is bill," said Chairman
The debate was stopped by the ex- in two. Others can be seen in the night. Among them were some des- debating
Senator Bacon insisted that they
for the manufacturers, today
of the finance committee,
Chairman Simmons of
tariff
Simmons,
bill,
jtlie
criminals
serving
long
perate
now
of
is
ruins.
It
were in a grave situation'
responsi- piration of what is known as the
thought the number
of Mul"If the bill proves to be for the Jtlie finance committee, announcing the suggested
bility, and at this time any enunciamorning hour" and the resolution of lives loBt will exceed forty.
e
benefit of the country, it will demon-- bill would be taken up paragraph ny hall on his story that former
E. J. Lawrence, bookkeeper of the
tion of principle such as this should vent to the calendar.
K. Watson, of IndiJames
our ideas of the tariff are paragraph tor amendment as soon as
strate
that
be thoroughly considered.
company, said that he was working in
Murray Wants Action.
wrong: if it proves to be well for thei'he Republicans concluded their de- - ana, had been paid a retainer of $500
'As to whether this resolution enunKepresentative William H. Murrav, the office when the first alarm soundand a weekly salary of $230 to work
country, it will demonstrate that the; bate.
dised.
not
were
The
flames
be
the
should
under
front
ciates the truth
of Oklahoma, well known as "Alfa'fa
Senator Smoot continued his argu- - for the passage of a tariff cammission
is wrong. That is all there
opposition
"This
a
was
also
rear stair
cussed at this time," he said.
Bill," introduced a resolution today in stairway. There
is to this proposition and we are ready ment against tariff bill, first discus- bill witli a promise of an a dditional
is entirely a question of expediency." which he invites the senate to concur; way and fire escapes at the south side j
and
anxious to pass the bill."
sing agriculture.
$10,(11)0 if the bill was successful, SenSenator Bacon asked if the resolu- directing intervention in 'Mexico, if or of the building.
Martin M. Mulhall continued his
ator Reed, the committee's leading
Most of the women were employed
tion did not mean that the United der and peace are not restored with- before
lobby investigating questioner,
declared himself against
States should send an armed force toiin thirty days after President. Wilson in the machine operating room of the
ADRIANOPLE
committee.
but proposed that
ci
no
Senator
floor.
fourth
made
American
citizens,
issues a proclamation to that effect.
They
attempt
protect
Senator Lane introduced a bill to questions be submitted to the commitNOT
OCCUPIED
In
at.
conditions
to
first,
Stone, reviewing certain
hurry from the building
characterizes
Murray's resolution;
remove federal restrictions in manu tee. The
point was not finally decidMexico, declared he would favor send- provisional President Huerta as nn thinking that the alarm was for a fire
BY THE TURKS facture of denatured alcohol.
ed.
ing an armed force.
"usurping marauder," a "black hand- drill.
Senator Fall asked consideration for
Mulhall swore that Watson
had
rushed
Messengers
as
"Nothing has been done to protect ed murderer," and his regime
through the
Sofia, July 2
The report of the re- his resolution for protection of Ameri Made the office of James A. Emery
American citizens in 'Mexico," declar- ''founded on treachery, duplicity and building to drive the women out.
SMOOT OF UTAH IS STILL HAND- occupation of Adrianople
by Turkish cans in countries, and precipitated a here, his headquarters, after he was
'
ed Senator Fall.
"Just then," said Lawrence, "the
murder."
troops was shown today to be falne. general discussion of the Mexican sit- defeated for governor of Indiana lu
whole building burst Into flames. It
Senator Bacon declared the facts did
DIRE
OUT
PREDICTIONS
ING
Battleship at Tuxpam.
It was spread by fugitive Bulgarian uation.
1908,
not warrant such a statement, but that
The battleship Louisiana, which sail was of the ordinary factory construc
Termination of hour of morning
ABOUT THE FATE OF THE NATION officials from that city who heard
was the
under the Taft and Wilson administra- ed from vera Cruz under rush orders, tion, with timber supports and brick
Emery, Mulhall swore,
a
that
on
force
of
business
action
Fall
Turkish
the
reconnoltering
precluded
chief lobbyist for the manufacturers.
tions the state department had told has arrived at Tuxpam to protect An walls. But it went up like powder a
commanded
SHOULD
THIS
resolution.
notorious
the
AND
cavalry
by
PEOPLE,
The witness declared today that formhim repeatedly of constant diplomatic ericans whose Jives and property are puff and all was over. When the flames
Enver Bey, had been seen in the vici- House.
er Senator Hemenway, of Indiana, ocefforts to secure protection for Am- endangered by fighting between the rushed up the front stairway it was
BILL PASS.
Met at noon.
nity. At this news the officials fled,
awful.
ericans and their property. Senator federals and the revolutionists.
cupied rooms next to Kmery and that
panic stricken, believing that the enRepresentative Murray. Oklahoma, Watson was in one of the oilier much
"The women were in a panic in an j
Williams maintained that a citizen ot
Wilson Travels by Sea.
detire
Ottoman
to
was
about
introduced
senate
army
resolutions
inviting
the 1'nited States had no constitutionof the time.
Havana, July 22. The United Stales instant.
They rushed to the fire es-- '
to concur, directing Intervention in
scend on the place.
al rights in foreign countries. Amend- ambassador to Mexico, Henry Lane capes and many of them leaped out of DEMOCRATS ANXIOUS
On February i. 1!i0fl. in a letter to
Communication
was.
restored
not
if
are
.Mexico,
order
and
peace
today
instead of proceeding to the windows.
ed, he thought such a resolution ought Wilson,
Mulhall got into Illinois
Schwedtman,
'
between
the
de.tr
and
the
restored wi'hin thirty
Bulgarian capital
af'er
TO
ASS MEASURE
"I had 125 names on my pay roll,
to be passed, "to strengthen- the "un. Washington by way of 'Key West, as
citadel at Adrianople. Official reports President Wilson issues proclamation polities niid brought in former Sena
were
some
the
of the secretary of state."
but
of
gone
originally planned, has decided to go
employes
lor Hopkins, who was defeated for refrom the Bulgarian commander there lo that effect.
Senator Works asked, "Are we pre- to New York on board the Mexico, on vacation.
The lists are all inside
election by William Lorimer.
fillre- showed
the
Turkish
that
Mann
Leader
troops
Republican
began
D.
22.
I
C, July
Washington,
the burned factory.
didn't have time
pared now to declare this government, sailing at noon.
Mulhall wrote of the senatorial
the posi-- blistering against any business in efSmoot today resumed his art- - tired after reconnoltering
to put them away or to close the safe.
as set forth in this resolution, preat Springfield:
- deadlock
tion.
Reto
,
to
fort
force
allow
Democrats
Underwood-SimmonIt is impossible for the present to call :ment against the
Ordered to Frontier.
pared to give full protection to her
"We. are spreading the impression
The Bulgarian government
has or- - publicans to discuss the Diggs-Camdiscussed
the
bill.
He
first,
tariff
D.
on
an
22.
citizens in Mexico?"
roll
line
or
accurate
the
The
get
Washington,
C, July
on account of the contemptible
dered the fugitive civil functionaries 'nettt white slave case.
must necessarily gunboat Wheeling was today ordered
who are missing."
"Full protection
jricultural schedule.
stand taken by Hopkins in the convento return to their posts.
Democratic
members
of
banking
he
of
the
in
"The
house
Mexico
bill,"
our
An
had
if
alarm
citizens
provision
mean that
to Frontera, Tabasco, Mexico, where
hour after the first
Washington, D, C, July 22. All A
opposed to various features tion at Chicago last June, wherein he
"to admit meat, hides, wool and
canot be protected
by diplomatic revolutionary activity has endangered been sounded, the policemen and
v.as extremely unfair to the manu- of the Glass
in
acericans
are
Sofia,
safe,
Bulgaria,
currency bill, have
means, we are prepared to go to war the lives and property of Americans. rien were working among the debris " iomi, nee, mine misusing a um.v
to a state department mes-- j ed another bill to submit to President facturing interests in refusing them n
on cattle and certain other live stock
She will sail from Key West tomor- t f the wrecked building.
with Mexico.
in- - t earing before the committee on ressage from the American legation at Wilson and Secretary McAdoo,
"I submit that before the senate row morning.
The gunboat has 150
Most of those hurt received their were so clearly an attempt to drive
olutions and packing that committee
Bulgaiia, Roumania and Servia today, formally.
the
the
that
farmers,
party
majority
makes a declaration to that effect, bluejackets, but no marines.
injuries in Jumping from the upper
of present pott- in favor of the Gompers crowd, has, in
bill
for
Passed
sale
is
be
to
tne
senate
and
be
should
congratulated MRS.
thoroughly
the question
Poor where more than half of thein
Federals Hard Pressed.
MASSIE QUIETLY PASSES
joffiee building at Newark, X. J., in(! a large measure brought this fight on
make the
provision
seriously considered."
22. via h.inrls were Ht work when the alarm !for Beeki"S ,0
Mexico,
Coahuila,
July
AWAY LAST NIGHT, 'construction of new building.
his shoulders."
In
more consistent.
doing this how- Senator Fall, aroused by what he Eagle Pass, Texas. Constitutionalists aounHuri
Mrs. Massie, mother of Dr. J. A.
Representative Hardwick Introduced
February 7. Mulhall wrote Schwedt-naovrd'd the injUI7
termed Intimations from senators that are operating from Coahuila againBt
Of the 125 persons in the factory; ever'th
and Misses Jessie and Bettie Massie,: two resolutions embracing
a budget
about the house judiciary comhe was seeking to precipitate war the following cities held by federals six comprise the office force on tM Provided by the house and
with the resolution, made a stirring in North Mexico: Torreon, Saltillo, Prat floor, five were cutters on the sec limiting uitrcii.E auu du lui iu uuiiau u. passed away very peacefully last night isystem designed to overcome ohjec- mittee.
which caused rejection of budget
"Mr. Watson stated that he would
the bill now adds live stock to the free U't the Massie home in this city,
reply.
Monclova and ond floor, twenty were operators on
see that that committee was fixed up
he. Monterrey," Lampasos,
lowing a protracted period of ill scheme by Democrat ic caucus,
said
"My sole purpose,"
to
Nuevo Laredo.
maclaim
have
me
were
They
iniru noor ana
a? well as it was possible to fix it, or
The deecased was 70 years!
"With meats free it will help con- health.
"throughout this and the former ad- General Maas completely surrounded chine operators on eignty
floor.
the
centrate the control of these, products of age last March. Dr. J. A. Massie TAKING TESTIMONY IN ALLEGED in other words, just the way we wantministration has been to prevent war at Monclova and the federal detach- About 100 of the 125 were top
girls and in the hands of what are known as and Miss Jessie will leave this evenwith Mexico. I urged the last admin- ments in the other cities cut off so
DISCRIMINATION CASES. ed it," said the letter.
women.
In a letter of February 17, Mulhafl
the beef barons and will help kill off ing with the remains, which will bfi
istration to realize the situation in that they cannot unite with each other.
Colo., July 22. A. O.
Denver,
small dealers and throttle competition. taken to the old home of the Massies
wrote Schwedtman about the activities
Mexico, and to act so as to prevent
interthe
A small detachment of federals from
for
examiner
special
(Continued on page five)
of feeding
t f
The expense
and the in Canada for interment.
war. But matters have dragged on
Watson, Sherman, Crane
state commerce
today and Cannon, to
Monclova, out on a scouting trip, was
commission,
of carcass are eliminated
others
until now we are told the situation is reported to have killed
shrinkage
pass the bill to make
in
a
its officers,
suit
testimony
began
taking
in transporting beef, hence a large
so delicate that we should not make left their bodies
Penator Knox eligible to the Taft cabcommission
the
before
:
the
by the roadside and STAGNATION
by
jbiought
PnA!tU(nn
...1,1.
TO
COMES
.
a declaration of this broad principle
UUipUIUllUU Willi laUlllLlCB 1U1 llllJJ'JI
AN ALLEGED DIGAMIST Huerfano Coal company and others inet,
to the hills.
"The senator from New Mexico is disappeared
ing dressed beef can save a good daul
Senator Nelson's name was menare
Federals
and
residents
&
Southern
Colorado
many
forcing
the
against
in labor, feeding and so forth. When
not responsible for the conditions 'n
tioned again by Mulhall in a letter to
of Monclova to join the army under
CHINESE BUSINESS
no duty is imposed it will be a disjtlie Denver & Rio Grande railroads, Schwedtman
Mexico. It is the delay, the failure stress of
KILLS
WIFE
February 20. He told of
it
is
for
refusal,
punishment
charging discrimination in the distri- nn
crimination against the farmer and
of the administration to act, the fail"extended interview" with the seoutConstitutionalists
.The
charged.
bution
cars
of
coal
counin
against
live
operators
stock
o
others
this
ure of the administration to carry iti
raising
on labor bills and the decision or
are a mile from Monclova. which, MANY
in the southern Colorado field.
It is nior
STORES CLOSE IN CANTON, NEW try.
its warnings to the people of Mexico, posts
the judiciary committee on the proAFFECTING
TO
DE
it is claimed, is completely shut off
HE
RECONCILED,
"But if meat and so forth is to be
alleged that the railroads favor the
that is responsible for conditions that
CAPITAL OF SOUTHERN CONFEDERACY,
the Colorado Fuel & aposed Sherman law amendment. Sen
admitted free, it is better that the
will continue so long as. this policy from supplies.
PLACES HIS ARM AROUND HIS WIFE
tor Nelson has testified he had no
Governor
constitutionalist
Carranza,
Iron company and the Rocky Mountain
LEAVE
should be done away with
FOR deception
AND FOREIGN
RESIDENTS
continues.
il.terviews with Mulhall.
to Torreon, which the
AND SHOOTS HER, THEN SHOOTS HIMand live stock also allowed to come in
as
smaller
"We hesitate, as a republic,
the
and leader, has gone
company
against
jfuel
Late In February Mulhall seemed to
claim to have surPLACES OF SAFETY.
free."
concerns.
SELF.
NEITHER WILL LIVE.
rightfully so, to move to protect our constitutionalists
have
lost hope of seeing Watson in
or
rounded
with
8,000
10,000.
"This
"is
said
citizens because of fear that it will
Senator Smoot,
bill,"
the cabinet, and wrote Schwedtman,
Officers here assert It will be
a
sectional
the
and
measure,
22.
partisan
Trade
precipitate war. It is in your power sible for Huerta to send federal imposChina,
July
who replied:
relief Canton,
Kansas City, July 22- .- Following a;x
outcome of secret caucus
methods
at the present time to prevent war. If
MEETING TONIGHT.
to Durango to protect throughout southern China has been such as never ruled before In
"Assure our friends that the leadsen-?ts
the
reconciliation
strong action had been taken by thif from Torreon
his
and
with
plac-jof
the
wife,
The chamber of commerce will
ers of our organization are not fickle;
American citizens there against ban- paralyzed by the proclamation
two
it
would
States.
of
In
his
the
I'nited
years
government
ago,
book, ing his arm around her neck, with a
meet tonight in the room of the X thev will he true tn him na !nnc aa liA
independence of the province of
have prevented war. A strong demand dits, as requested by the American Kwang Tang.
The Incident had 'Our 'New Freedom,' President WilPalace of the Governors.
The
for a kiss, Albert Schneider,
ifl true to tnem
Colonel Jesus Carranza
request
l &m confldent it
on Madero or De la Barra would have government.
created a feeling of great anxiety in son says that there is no cause for
...
call to order will be at S o'clock K
i ,,
u
i.i.i.i
believed
Americans
he
said
today
a
mine.,
g
Pleasure
prevented war. Protection of Ameriin congress and in a speech
closed.
been
have
Stores
this
.
,
caucusing
.
mioj
city.
is V
attendance
i
conditions
find
about
at
would
reports
can citizens held for ransom and killed
men onvt uiuinrii 111 luk ...
.x
n..
A great many people have left the i n innmnii 'nrpppninfl' nia o pot .wnn np
earnestly requested as mailers
tion, electee or appointive, for which
at that time, extended through arms, Durango have been exaggerated. Gov- city. Thousands more have flocked emnhasized
head. Neither is- fixnpnlod
to rpciovor. U- ui
that tioint
hv
.
Rrrine
r
r
LclIlUt?
Will
Ut'LUIt)
has
he
lllipUl
said,
given into the
l.e may try judgeship, senatorship or
if necessary, would have prevented ernor Carranza,
of Maco that there was no necessity for
colony
G.
Portuguese
Olivette
the
X
wife,
chamber.
of
Schneider,
the
the
The
to
report
protect lives and and Into Hong Kong. Among the lat
instead of precipitating war.
This positive orders
presidency for that matter."
in congressional
v hrri,,y.i
N investigating committee on the
proceennigs.
tnl.
0,t
The correspondence developed that
policy of the United States of delay, property of all foreigners and has pun- ter are many officials who have re-- Yet, not in the history of congress
.
,
,
street litter will be submitted
Watson declined several federal ap- in the hope that something might ished severely all violations of these tired from their posts.
c.a.K.-'"
to
has
been
there
that
anything equal
and other questions of interest to X
The
pointments noi to his liking.
happen is responsible for the present orders which his authority could reach.
There is a strong feeling of resent- record In the way of dark methods in tnat he had two otber westhe chamber will be considered. X
At Sablnas, near here, there are ment
situation. Prompt and strong action
'I want to correct a statement t
the
southern
was
provincof
at
the
tne
entrance
the
of
a
tariff
bill.
throughout
jshooting
N
preparation
It
most
is
from
Monclova,
i.mi j mndp nhnlit Wntunn " sairt Mii.llii.ll
UHpuumiiy iiuesieu
would have avoided the necessity for 1,000 refugees
es against the policy of provisional
"Governor
of
store
where
Massachusetts,
was
Mrs.
Foss,
Schneider
to
memconstiX
those desiring
become
nuch a declaration as is proposed of them living in box cars on
He did not get the money before he
President Yuan Shi Kal, but it is felt In
had been elected three times to!p0,.p(j
hers of the chamber of commerce
tutionalists rations. So far as known, most quarters that it will be Imposl,cf). conKrcss, but afterwards. I was
here."
office
toe
nis
Democratic
by
present
attend this meeting and sign imi8taken about the dates."
The two were married In 1912 and
Senator
Lodge declared that he there are no Americans among these. sible to resist long s he commands
was supported
as a first lived in
The matters Xl The committee did not on esr'in turn
and S their applications.
knew from dispatches from American Soldiers at the constitutionalist head- - a large trained army, possesses Pfcfty and who
Omaha, Nebraska,
candidate for president at the last later in Waterloo, Iowa.
consuls were so treated by the admin- coming up require an expression X further.
has the support of tho r.emocratic national
and
money,
convention, deMrs. Schneider
four months ago V from as many citizens as possl- - X
(Continued on page eight).
"A war list" including six congress- istration here last winter that the'
powers.
fines this bill as a sacrifice of the in- said she learned of the other wives,
ble.
X
New Premier.
terests of the nation. He has purchas- cne living in Hornell, N. Y., and the
(Continued on page five).
Washington, D. C, July 22. Hslung ed a site in Canada for his
large man- other in Salt Lake City. She said she
Hsi Ling has been appointed premier
ufacturing establishment In Massa- wrote to them and each told lior
( husetts and says
that he will re- - there had been no divorce. She then
move his business there if the bil left her husband,
The change
.'constituent assembly,
Mr. Wm. R. Hearst,
was reported to the state department becomes a law.
a prominent Democrat, mentioned a
X X
a
Washington, D. C. July 22. Presi- Washington, are expected to makeam- today.
a candidate for president, agrees
SPECIAL MEETING OF
To protect American citizens imin
of
difference
the
the
time
day's
callers
to
with Governor Foss.
dent Wilson denied himself
COUNTY ROAD BOARD.
bassador's arrival.
periled by the revolutionary movement
Washington, D. C, July 22. Thos. torney General McReynolds.
"We all know what Democrats of
today, remaining in his study, where
The conference at which Mr. Wilson in the Southern Chinese provinces,
In an effort to force house DemoE.
Hayden of San Francisco, associate
A special
he devoted his time to consideration is to lay before the president and Charge de Affairs Williams at Pekin Colorado, Montana and other states
meeting of the counto allow the Republicans opporcrats
counsel for the government
in tho
ty road board is called for toto discuss the
of treaties and Mexican questions.
Secretary Bryan as first hand report has called on Rear Admiral Nicholson think of this measure. A former Demtunity
morrow morning at 10 o'clock at
white slave case, white slave at San Francisco. RepubChanges in the plans of Ambassa of the Mexican situation, on which for a guard of marines from the Asiat- ocratic United States senator from
Colorado
denounced
it
Si
to
in
in
has
the
court
house.
Ruling
Kiang
vigorous
dor Henry Lane Wilson, now hurrying Important developments may be plac- ic squadron
County road
against whom vigorous protests re- lican Leader Mann today began n filimatters and the road tax collecnorth from Mexico 'City, so that he led, may not take place before Satur-woul- province, which recently Beceded. Mar- terms. How could he do otherwise
cently were made on the ground that buster against all business In the
tions will also be brought be- - Xhe was too Inexperienced as a
l house and as a first move caused
continue from Havana to New day. Meanwhile the situation, so far tial law was proclaimed today in when it sacrifices practically every
an
York by sea, instead of landing at as the United States is concerned, Kiang Si and Kiang Su province ac- important industry of that state and X fore the meeting.
lawyer to participate In the case, hour's delay in the approval of tho
cording to state departments reports. also of every other Rocky mountain X X X X X X X X"X X X X; today tendered his resignation to At journal of Friday's meeting.
Key West, and proceeding by rail to seems to be unchanged.
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FURTHER POINTS ON
ROOSEVELT
PORTALES

TAKEN UP

DINSMORE,

BEANS

DYER PORK
t
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THIS WEEK

FURTHER
EASTERN

OF
NEW

E,iirvini Is the cont filiation 01
Charles A. Ijinsmore's view of the
Roosevelt county possibilities. Speak'
ing of Portales, he says:
And in the town there are trees
A beautiful
everywhere.
court house stands in the square rn
the center of the city; and the grounds
about the buildings are covered with
the handsomest lawn imaginable;
with a double row of green trees skirting the outer sides of the square. The
business houses are brick or stone, the
streets are well laid out, clean, and
with trees bordering them for the
most part. The homes are
modern, with lawnB and shade trees.
the
It looks what it Is prosperous,
center of a staple country. It Is, of
course, in "the who ana woouy west
- but yet they do not even have a
constable, for tliey find there is no
l eed.
There are lodges here, and
other forms of bringing people into
touch. There are
closer personal
churches, tending not only to uplift
(he people, but to enhance the every
and surround-iiigs- .
ii terest of the place
There are several hotels, all
Trav-e'ergood. Of the principal one, The
Inn, one can say but little
hat good could one speak of an hotel
that serves chicken twice a day, together with all the other good things
fl at such a country produces? There
are two banks both strong, well conductedbut here, too, Is a difference.
One of these banks believes in stock
farming, and the man of character can
a 'ways secure funds to increase his
oldings. The other bank, while it is
i.o hog, has an abiding faith in pork on
ihe hoof, so the men with alfalfa to
feed hogs can always get the money
foi the hogs to feed.
The stores are just what they
should be, well stocked and broad
awake. There are some doctors, I b
lieve, though what they hang out their
signs for is something to ponder over.
Of course there are occasions when a
doctor is necessary, and we are al
ways glad to coddle and chatter over
trose little occasions as they wriggle
about in our laps. Well, like the lawyers who live in Portales, they probably came for their health, established homes, bought a farm somewhere
end prospered, and don't feel like
away. There is a newspaper, and
There are somoj
a job printing office.
excellent opportunities in Portales.
cue of the best being for a creamery,
which would pay handsomely and is
earnestly being worked for. A can- Jrery would pay also; and a cheese
factory. There is at this time a sweet
potato house, where this vegetable is
kept in perfect condition for months,
rnd while it is a secret method it is
a good thing for the place, as they always have fresh potatoes for the market. As the country becomes more
productive there will be business opportunities along a great many line
and every new business man is received with friendship by all the peo.
pie. Capitalists are looking in this
direction, and enterprises are constantly coming in; because, as I have
Fcid before, with the great centrtfl
pumping station, there is no doubt of
the business future of this great
stretch of country centering at Portales.
The dairy question is one of greatest importance to all the people, because the dairy business pays. H. J.
Farnham farms a lot of land a few
miles from Portales, and he has some
dairy cows 17 at this time. He receives $20 per week for his cream,
shipping to Albuquerque, and his total
cost is $12 per week, including help,
liut this is only a small part of the
profit there are the cows, and out In
the "lot" are 17 fine calves, Jerseys,
which in a year or two will be adding
another $20 per week, and all ths
time there will be others and mo ?
The milk is fed to tn?
calves and to the pigs.
J. V. Graves is another, having 1?
cows; and his profit last, year from
cream was $1216.20.
These people want a creamery at
Portales they would get better price's
for their cream and all the money
would be held in the valley.
F. D. Galloway is a dry farmer,
making a suscess because he has hogs
and dairy cowa and chickens. He has
a small well, and is intalling a pump,
ing plant.
Many of the farmers have started
orchards, and these are coming on
well, giving promise of excellent pro
duction. At some of the places there
were bearing trees, and in the?
cases the profits are good, the fruit
being excellent and the trees are rugged, all proving that when this section
shall finally be really developed, fruit
will be one of the stable growths.
No modern town is alive without a
commercial body and the members
of the Portales Commercial club are
Just the liveliest bunch one can find;
and every business man of the city belongs. J. Porter Deen, manager of the
Joyce-Prui- t
company, is president; W.
O. Oldham, cashier of the First National bank, is secretary; G. M. Williamson, president of the Portales
Bank & Trust company, is treasurer;
and these with O. J. Neer and D. M.
Ball constitute the board of directors.
They are all workers; and each one
is glad to answer any inquiries, or to
go to any trouble for the benefit of
the place and the country. Unlike
most business organizations,
here
every member has a country property,
where enterprise has done wonders,
so they know the needs of the farmers
as well as those of the townspeople,
and they do as much for the one as
for the other. The Commercial club
two-stor- y
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CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and .Saddlers a 5pecialty.
Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.

104 DON
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Telephone 9 W
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EASTFRN POINTS VIA

New Mexico Central and EI Paso & Southwestern.
SANTA FE TO CLOUDCROFT,

N. M

AND

RETURN,

$12.10.

East
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Best
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West

For Rate and Full Information Call On or Address
L. H GIBSON, T., F. & P. Agt., N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE,
or EUGENE FOX, G. Pass. Agt., E. P. & S., EL PASO, TEX.
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INSTITUTE

NEW MEXICO MILITARY

$ ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
Department.

r

PJPjLocated in the beautiful Pecoi
Valley, 3,700 feet above sea level,
sunshine every day. Open air
work throughout the entire sesConditions for physical
sion.
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, ail
from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern In every respect.
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Regents

:

E. A. CAHOON, President.

J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. FOB, Secretary.

'I

W. A. F1NLAY.
b

Fer particulars and Illustrated cata- gue, address,

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt.
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Denver & Rio Grande R.R.
ROUND TRIP

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
TO
Pueblo . . . $16.35
Col'do Springs 18.15

. $47.35
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Sale June 1st to September 30th.

Return Limit, October 31st, except from points
east of St. Louis or Chicago return limit will
be sixty days from date of sale.
For additional information call on or address
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WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
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such a tremendous factor for the
advancement of the place, It should
stand as it does at the head of every

movement.
Believing the
fcrward
hieads of this Institution would know
interviews
the situation absolutely,
were had with them as follows:
J. Porter Deen: "I fully believe
that Portales and the country contiguous has the brightest future of
any section I have ever seen or heard
what the
of One cannot estimate
country will do what it will amount
to. With our snows in white! and our
rains in summer, if farmers will con
6erve the moisture they need no Irrigation at all for many crops, and very
little for the others. It is a matter
of early plowing to always have a
good season in the ground. We have
a very prolific soil, water close to the
surface, excellent climate, transportation facilities and good markets.
Whenever all farmers follow the lead
of the few and go into stock farming,
dairying, chickens, hogs, etc., as well
as the regular farm products, when
they learn that the essence of success lies in selling their alfalfa on
ti e hoof then the Portales country
will be the most wonderful section of
the southwest. It is a country of the

greatest possibilities."

"A man will sucW. O. Oldman:
ceed here if he is intelligent and has
the character to take otf his coat ana
work. Portales has a large territory
tu draw from, 50 miles east, 100 miles
v, est, and
many miles north and
s
south. We have had dry farming
here, but I now believe most of
these were avoidable. The stock farming idea, however, is all right; and
am very glad to state that it has
taken a strong hold. If a man will
get only 50 head of cuttle, raise sufficient feed for them, they will very
quickly make him profitable, liaising,
mules is a fine business, too it is to
figure profit when you know that a
mule colt is worth $50. Th6
year-oltoil here is 10 to 50 feet deep, rich
We always raiue quantiand strong.
ties of very fine cantaloupes 400
acres this year as well as sweet po-- ,
tttoes; and the other crops are ex- cellent. We have passed through the
transition stage, the experimental,
being now on a firm footing, with the
future assured."
G. M. Williamson:
"I really did
not have any confidence in the agri
cultural development here; but now
tliat we have pumping and irrigation
on a stable basis I do have confidence
in agriculture. But I am advocating.
as is Mr. Smith our cashiei, the big
In fact, we are going
hog business.
far as to furnish all funds necessary for buying and bringing in hogs
for the farmer of character, if he has
alfalfa for feed. The other bank here
is willing to do the same. The hog
business is certain to pay. As the
bogs are ringed so they cannot root,
their feeding on the alfalfa is really
'ery beneficial. We want and need a
creamery here. We want more
to raise chickens.
We want a
farmer on every 40 acres of land, and
we want more people in the hog raisThese things spell for
ing business.
us advance and prosperity.
We see
al! sorts of beautiful pictures in our
fail-uie-

1

peo-1-l- e

irrigation."
C. .1. Neer:
"The country is pros
perous, and it will never be otherwise.
We have had our experiences, and we

have profited

hat

by

them.

We

know

want and must have; and we
have secured what we most needed
(a central irrigation pumping
plant.
with ample capital to back it), arrtl
there is no reason but' slothfulness
v.
hy we shall not advance and cer
tainly our people are anything but
we

slothful."

D. M. Ball: "The greatest country
under the sun. When I came here
the first time I had determined there
v.as nothing to induce me to invest.
Put I saw things. And then I went
back to Kansas, sold everything 1
could lay my hands on, and came
down here to invest it. The land Is
fertile, and we raise anything in reason; the seasons are admirable, the
c'.imate the best I ever saw; the water is here everywhere and it brings
greater fruition than any place I ever
heard of. Our farmers have certainly learned their lesson, so that now
they make very few mistakes. Land
that 10 years ago wasn't worth more
than $2 an acre cannot be bought 10
years from now for less than $100 an
acre and it will be worth more. It
is no longer an experiment.
I go out
every day in my machine, and every
c"ay I am more
amazed.
There is
every solid reason for a man to take
hold of this proposition
and the business men of this day are recognizing
the fact. We shall double in popula-t'owithin two years."
J. H. Shepard:
"I find that I can
talk about success in this country with
ts great confidence as I can preach
the Gospel. I have seen a great deal
cf the southwest, but Portales and
her surroundings appeal to me most,
because every necessity for success
is here."
n

Work for the New Mexican. It la
vvorking for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.

Catarrh Cannot Be Cured

m CRUST
Wto

HEAD

Little Pimples All Over Body. Fretted All the Time, Itched So Could
Not Sleep, Used Cuticura Soap
and Ointment One Month and He
Was Entirely Well.
rrtncvillp, Oro.
"My baby had a hard
It started by little
crust, on top of his
pori'fi and ull ovor his biKly ho bad littlo
pimples. Ills body was ono
mass of sotrs and ho frottd
all tho tlmp. It Urhed so
badly that he could not sleep.
" I tried so many remedies
and tliey all failed: none
helped hini. Tho trouble had
lasted for t hreo months heforo
I used Cutiiura Soap anil
Ointment. Aa soon as I used
t':rmi it was only an hour when he felt
he went to sleep and slept sound. I
i;!y used Cutieura Soap and Ointment, ono
mnnih and he wasentirely well." (Sigued)
Mrs. Alice Kaehor, Sept. 24, 1012.

"RESOLVED THAT

WEWlLLBL PLEASED
To Have: You COME
IN ANDiSEE. OURCJ00D

values and our,
Complete a5tock.
WE

PROUD,FOR,VE'VE

cor tme: coovs

FOR PIMPLES AND BLACKHEADS

TALK ABOUT A FINE STOCK OF HARDWARE, WHY, WE ARE JUST
STORE.
AS PROUD AS WE CAN BE OF WHAT WE HAVE IN OUR
WE WILU BE ABLE TO WAIT UPON YOU QUICKLY. WE WANT TO
PLEASE YOU. WE WANT TO GIVE YOU THE BEST HARWARE THAT
IS MADE, AND WE WANT YOU TOBE SATISFIED WITH THE PRICE.
WE ARE SURE WE ARE IN A POSITION TO SEND YOU AWAY
PLEASED.

The followlnu Is a most effective and
treatment: Gently smear the affected parts with Cutieura Ointment, on the
end of the finger, but do not rub. Wash or!
the Cutieura Ointment in five minutes with
Cutieura Soap and hot water and continue
athimt for some minutes. This treatment
is best on rising and retiring.
At other
times use Cutieura Soap freely for the toilet
and bath, to assist in preventing inflammation, irritation and clogging of the pores.
Sold throughout the world. Sample of each
mailed free, with 32-- p. Skin Book. Address
post-ear- d
"Cutieura, Dept. T, Boston."
WM en who shave and shampoo wit h
best for skin and scalp.

--

PHONE

Pa., July 22. His right
the explosion of a shotRoss McCarty, son of
gun,
.Mr. and Mrs. Frank McCarty walked
quietly into his home, near here, and
called to his sick mother upstairs not
lo be alarmed, that he had slightly
hurt himself.
The youngster then collapsed and
his true condition was discovered a
few minutes afteward when his father
entered the house. The timely arrival of physicians saved the lucky
boy from bleeding to death, and it is
believed ho will recover.
Young McCarty had started out r
groundhogs. In climbing a fence
the Bhotgun he carried was discharged
ihe load virtually tearing off his right
arm.
Despite his frightful injury, the roy
got to his feet, and walked a mile to
his home. He then recalled the illness of his mother and feared his appearance would do her harm. Quietly entering the house he called
that he had hurt himself slightly
and would not be up for a few minutes.
The mother has not yet been informed
of the extent of the accident.
Washington,

off in

14.

s

"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."

THESE DAYS OF MODERN

POWER
IS QUITE SO

and should
know about the wonderful

NOTHING as to touch

the button and
is ready to cook your
Iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

"r'

ivoucne

Askvourdruegistfor
K. It ne cannot supply the MARVEL,
accept no other, but
send stamp for book.
Marvel Co.. 44 E. 23d St. I.Y.

Bath-Roo- m

Accessories and

Summer Comfort.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

There is no time in the year
when the bathroom is as much
Durin use as in midsummer.
ing the hot days the shower
bath and the cold tub are in
constant demand.

Have you an adequate showHave you
bath?
soap,
and drinksponge, tooth-brusHave you
ing glass holders?
toilet preparaglass shelves,
tions and a medicine cabinet?
Have you bath mats and a good
towels?
rough
supply of
and so on, ad lib.?
h

TERMS CASH.

THE AMERICAN

l

IF. YOU BUSINESS MEN
power of first-claonly realized the business-buildin- g
stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
ss

10091

efficient,you would specify

J.F. RHOADS

::
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with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh is a blood or constitutional
disease, and In order to cure It you
you must take internal remedies.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internNOVELTY WORKS.
ally, and acts directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces.
Hall's Catarrh 104
104
Galisteo Street
Cure is not a quack medicine. It was
prescribed by one of the best physi- Makes all kinds of Screens and
cians in this country for years and la
does Screening of Porches.
a regular prescription. It is composed
of the best tonics known, combined Porcn Swings mat Give Coralon
with the best blood purifiers, acting
Step and Fruit Ladders.
directly on the mucous surfaces. The
Fly Traps that Catch Flies,
perfect combination of the two ingredients is what produces such wonderRepairs Your Furniture Right
ful results in curing catarrh. Send for
and Does Upholstering.
testimonials, free.
IN FACT HE DOES ALL KINDS OF
F. J. CHENEY ft Co., Props,
REPAIR WORK.
Toledo, Ohio.
SANTA FE. N. M.
Telenhooe 157 W.
Sold by Druggist, price 75c.
Guaranteed.
All
Work
Reasonable.
Prices
Take Hall's Family Pill f?r

1

.

Have you arranged your bathroom so that you and your family can have the benefit of modern convenience?

There are many bathroom accessories on the market planned
for convenience and sanitation.
The list is far too long to enumerate here, but, if you are not
already entirely familiar with
what is to be had in this line,
turn to the advertising columns
Of THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN and learn
something on
the subject. You will be assort
ished to find how much real
comfort you can procure for
yourself and your family at very
moderate cost.

S,

Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

'5 Interested

Marvel

METH-OD-
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Woman

fe?sSm

PHONE 14.
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COMPANY.

WOOD DAVIS HARDWARE

BOY THINKS OF
MOTHER FIRST
arm torn

JUSTLY
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COUPON BOND
(Fac-Simi-

Water-Mar-

The De Luxe Business Paper
because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality-char- acter

impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
really productive.

Just specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
difference.

Let us show you samples.

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, AGENTS.
anta Fe, N. M.
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Can't Help Bui
Admire Babies
Every Woman Casta Loving Glance at
the Nettling Cuddled in its Bonnet.

When

M. STOPPED

AT

NOTHING

THAT

FROM

DECENDED

TO

V

HERO

A

'.V'

I'hla Is a most wonderful external
to thn muscles and tendons. It

hofn
i

the tissues, ninkes them pliant to readily
jU'ld to nature's demand for expansion,
there Is no longer a period of pain, discomfort, straining, nansca or other symptoms so often distressing during the aniiotu
.weeks of expectancy.
Mother's Friend prepares the svsteni for
ithe coDjlnir event, and its um brings comfort, rest and repose during the term. This
lias a most marked tnliueuce upon the buhv,
since it thus inherits a splendid (trowing
system of nerves and digestive function.
And particularly to young mothers Is this
famous remedy of inestinmlile value.
It
rnahles her to preserve her Ilea it ti and
strength, and she remains a pretty mother
tiy having avoided all the suffering and
danger that would otherwise accompany
fcii-- h
an occasion. Mother's Friend thoroughly lubricates every nerve, tendon and
muscle involved and is a sum preventive
for caking of the breasts.
You will find this splendid remedv on
Bale at all drug stores at fl.no a bottle,
and is highly recommended for the purpose.
Write Hradtield Kegulator Co., 134 I.amar
KMC. Atlanta. ;.. anil they will mail von
sealed, a very instructive book for expectant mothers.
Bo

LONG SOUGHT. HE
LIUED AS HERMIT
Scraton. Pa
five

.

.Tulv 22.

After twenty--

years' search the children of

1

Al-- 1

len Johnson, who left England a quart-o- f
a century ago to seek his fortune
in America, found him living a hemit's
life in a hut at Peckville, near here.
He is 72 years old and gave no reason
for leaving his home without telling
his family of his intention.
Johnson's failure .to make his fortune caused him to remain silent as
to his whereabouts. In the meantime
his wife bad died, and his nine children grew and prospered.
They settled in Illinois, but when they asked
him to leave his hut and make his
home with them, he refused.
"I guess T will live my few remain
ing years here," he said.
When the children promised to take
him back and purchase the old homestead for him in England he consented to go: The children will return
to England, after they settle their affairs in Illinois.

STORY

OF
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By Oilson Gardner.)
Washington, D. C, July 2. Th-lobby inquiry shows how bis business
lias been working to control even the
cilice of president of the United
SherStates. Taft and
man are seen to have been complacent
James S. Sher
tools of the system.
man, when chairman of the Republican congressional committee, was in
relations with Mulhall
confidential
while the latter was agent and political corruptionist for the National Association of Manufacturers. In a let
ter from Sherman on the Republican
committee stationery
congressional
"While you are
be says to Mulhall:
rot now employed by the Republican
nor were
congressional pomvuitt.ee,
you employed during the last campaign, you did render us very matnrl.il
Pfsistance and I found you at all tin.o;
reliable, trustworthy and effective."
During the inquiry Senator Reed
asked: "Did Mr. Sherman know that
you were being paid for your work by
of Manuthe National Association
facturers." "Oh, yes," said Mulhall,
"I took orders from the national committee almost as much as trom air.
dishing, secretary of the association."
From the sugar letters it appears
that Taft was an easy mark for Ox
nard, Hamlin and the rest. They did
not at first trust him, but later nvtde
an agreement on sugar. In Hamuli's
letter to Oxnard of June IS, ti'07.
Hamlin says: ''If we should ntl;e. a
compromise with Taft we oirtl't to b?
able to enlist him or. our sidi in maintaining the full present tariff on till
other sugars, thus using the Philippine
natter to our advantage, fo" if ho is
elected, his ideas on schedules v ould
undoubtedly have weight with both
1
am glad to
committes.
know that you and Mr. Thomas are inclined to believe that, we should stand
with Taft. To me there seems fo he
no other logical course. I heard from
Taft in reply to my last letter, also
acknowleding congratulations. I enclose copy of letter together with copy
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Alaska Route Blazer.
San Ktanciseo, Calif., July -. Kd-the
lioneered
ward .McC.ratli, who
INFANCV
SHE
fro.en Alaskan trails in IS'.m, the
putlilinder for 1'ncle .Sum's mail ser- HAD FVERY
vice in the bleak north, has just beet:
CHANCE
TO ABSORB
appointed superintendent of the M'l
division of the I'niti'd States railway
Trifc
'DEALS OF
itiiiil service, succeeding A. II. Steph
ens, who Is 'now general superintend- r.Mw.
Ni'jV
cut of the railway mail service, svilh
offices at Wasliington. I. C. MeC.nuh
D mo C bus lieen promoted from the jio-- r of
division
assistant
sup 't inteiel.Mit,
i li it'll ho lias held since 1!mC.
Me(!raih's connection with ilie
SS!I,
cftice department dales from
hen he was made the first civil service appointee from Nevada, being
WHAT IS THE
sun
s'nt from Virginia City to the Overland Run between Ogilcn, I'tah, and
FAllS down
woRV.if?.
Stat Francisco.
During the great gold rush to the
N
IMPORTED
HUMfjUfi
to the comKlondike, in response
And 5NQ9
plaints of American citizens over the
wretched mail service in that region,
the department selected MeGrath to
TH15
nuke personal delivery in the Yuko1?
v
Urritory of i:i tons of mail matter,
at miii iran-- j
!V. tueli had accumulated
Cisco.
For his services he was pro- looted to chief clerk.
In nut) he returned to Alaska to lay
lent an
route lo the in-- i
ti rior of Alaska. He crossed the territory from the head of Prince Wil-liam Sound to the Yukon river, taking assessments.
j:.;. days. For four years he stayed in
The Board allowed the County AsAlaska, supervising the service over sessor, Teiesforo Rivera, the
sum ot
Two Thousand Five Hundred ($2,500)
Dollars as advance payment on salary
for the year 1012 and ordered Warrant
issued for said amount.
Mr. J. W. Akers appeared before the
Hoard and asked that the taxes for
the years 1S9!, 1900, and IDoI. on
property in Precinct No. ?,, assessed
jto .1. F. Jaramillo, and in Precinct No.
17, on house and lot, assessed to
a
line at Domingo, and thence shipped
Collins, for the years ISfiS and
TAOS COUNTV
to Albuquerque.
prior, ISOft, 1300, 1901. 1902 and 190:.
INDUSTRY
A hundred men are constantly eminclusive, to be reduced to one half
The Board after considering
FLOURISHING ployed at the Santa Ke pickling plant
the fact that the properties are cf
here, pickling ties and shipping them
little value and owing to the fact that
Albuquerque. July 22. That Albu- to all parts of the Santa Fe system.
the assessment on same having been
inThe ties cut this season by the Santa
querque is the center of the tie
made by the assessor for all 1ho?e
dustry in this section of the country Barbara people will be seasoned for
years and the penalty of 25 percent
is indicated by the fact that there are eight months before being pickled.
added every year.
at present 800.000 ties In the Santa
Therefore, the District Attorney is
the
Fe tie pickling plant, south of
instructed to enter info an
hereby
SAVE
BARKS
DOG'S
eitv. and that 100, OOn ties are now in
agreement with Mr. J. W. Akers, tttiti
the yards about the plant, shipped by
BIG FIRE LOSS
to ask the Court to reduce the taxes
the Santa Barbara Tie and Pole com- on the said properties to one half upon
pany from the Domingo boom in the
payment by Mr. J. V. Akers of the
Detroit. July 22. Furious barking
Rio Grande, where there are at pres-other half.
..... or.i'i mm .. .1 ,1 it iV, t tine u
i t n tr and
yelps of distress of a foxlerrier,
U. iS. Bank & Trust Co. was paid
to notify the police
caused passej-sli.
am
,
ti 1U
$l.s:i.B0 balance due on certificate ot
be amiss at. the
must
that
something
the Domingo boom to the pickling
indebtedness issued by County ComCompany's
In
are being Michigan WasteBrushPaper
missioners in 1910.
Albuquerque
plant
street.
plant,
Warrant was ordered drawn for
shipped daily in fifty car train loads. '
EDWARD McGRATH
Motorcycle Patrolman Arthur
The H.10,000 ties driven down the
Co. 'n
$110.11 in favor of Wood-Daviand
to
the
hurried
in
building,
world
star
the
routes
the
comlongest
streams from the Santa Barbara
full payment of certificate of indebtedfilled
found
the
an
entrance,
place
routes handled by private contract, ness issued in 1910.
pany's forests in Taos county furnishof
ed employment and activity again this with smoke from the rags bales
liuring this period McGrath laid out
First National
Bank was paid
tire
waste
had
which
caught
paper
and started the operation of the first $SC:).77 in full for certificate No. 7.
year for many experienced river men
cause.
an
underterniined
t?tar route within the Arctic Circle,
The ties were from
and lumber jacks.
The 'Midlang Bridge company was
Richards summoned the department from Fort Yukon to the headwaters of paid $ 0::i .75 for balance and interjammed in the rapids on a number of
in
had
The
difficulty
the Yoyukuk river.
great
occasions and frequently
est due on construction of Agua Fria
dynamite
Every door was
It is forcing an entrance.
was used to break the jams.
s tret bridge.
on
to
inside
Hie
prevent
The agonizing discomfort and sense
said that almost a car of dynamite barricaded
Certificates numbers three and four
of suffocation that accompany
was used in getting the ties through tramps from entering.
hay due the Midland Bridge Co. were paid
A horse was in a barn in the same fever and asthma may bo greatly al- and taken up,
the streams. That the drive was
amount $542.19 and
It was also allowhighly successful, however, is shown corner of t lie building where the dog, leviated by the use of Foley's Honey $R9(i. respectively.
masand
his
soothsaved
at
the whose alarm probably
Tar Compound. It has a
ed the sum of $S0S.t; as part payby the arrival of UfiO.ooo ties
staing effect on the mucus linings, and ment on certificate No. 5.
Domingo boom, at which 'point they ter's place from destruction was
The following accounts were also
were taken from the water and loadetl tioned. The lire damage will approxi- relieves the gasping and tickling senon cars and sent over the Santa Bar- mate $500. The place is managed by sation In the throat and bronchial allowed and ordered paid:
j tubes.
The Capital Pharmacy.
Warrant
bara short line to the Santa r e main Sam Bean and Joseph Sherman.
No.
Name
Paid
:!7.'t
Ramon Padilla
...$120.00
H7:
Luis Baca
150.00
27(5 Roberto
77.14
Montoya
.T7S
Benito Alarid
150.00
,17 S
T. C Closson
S 79
F. P. Sturgess
9.50
soon
He
a
spoke
strange language ssn Mt. States
Special Correspondence.
T. & T. Co.
S2.r0
was
no
and
at home with his nsi.
longer
On
22.
rugthe
Clarke, Wyo., July
8. F. Plumbing House ..
.''.05
fellow men.
::s2 S. F. Lumber & T. Co.. .
fi.ll
ged side of Bald Ridge far above tin
a
one
such
To
of
the
the
god
range
C. J. Bacon
lfi.95
snake line, often far above the cloud
was kind, giving into his hand a food ,".S4 Fabian
n.oo
lxipoz
line, on a giant boulder, in rough leat once, satisfying and delicious.
::sr,
t
Co..
25.90
tters, is this inscription:
V
:!m;
1.1 "0
Santiago Sandoval
S7
Hdw. Co....
24.05
Candelario Romero
15 (HI
::X9
159.75
Seligman Bros Co
',90
95.10
Capital Coal Yard
S. F. Hdw. & Supply Co. 138.S6
:i9i
IT. S. Bowman
:192
40.00
--
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which he sent with
the letter. 1 am sorry that he did not
see fit to confirm In writing just what
he said to me in person, but 1 thi'U
a good point has been made inasmuch
as since his nomination he confirms
what he put in writing last winter.
You know that all of us, including
Messrs. Hoettcher, Gove and Colcock
took the position that a pro nomina-tiopledge was of no account after
the nomination. That
pledge has now been confirmed and in
all honor, or at least with any honor,
will be lived up to after election. "
If the time comes when it Ts
thought wise to arrive at a full understanding with Mr. Taft, I h pe. I
will be called into the conference vs
I have some
I think
ideas which may
be of value to the industry.
The name of Mr. I!oe.tcher ha
turned up again in the lobby inquiry.
It appears that C. S. Murray is president, and Charles Iioetlcher
of the Great Western Sugar
company, and these two individuals
with Fred
are accused of
I'onflls and Harry Tanimen, owner of
the Denver Post, in a plan of the
sugar people to hire Father Malone,
who has been spending many months
in Washington at the Willard hotel,
acting, as it is now charged, as lob
Father
byist for the sugar Interests.
Malone disappeared
when President
Wilson denounced the insidious lobby,
but Senator Overman has issued a
subponea for him. The Malone charge
comes originally from Father J. P.
Carrigan, of Glenwood Springs, Colo.,
who was told by a man who claimed
tn have been present at. a conference,
that Father Malone was hired at the
suggestion of Tanimen at $10,000 a
of
year. Representative
Keating,
Colorado has placed letters before the
senate committee which will result in
further inquiry into this phase of the
of the enclosures

t

matter.

The ambitious character of X. A.
M.'s campaign is well shown by a letter written by Fred Schwedtman, pri-
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SACREDITO THE MEMORY OF SOUR DOUGH PETE

..r

vate secretary to Van Cleve, then
piesident of the X. A. M. He wrotA
to Mulhall: "You saw of course
where Secretary Taft referred to the
National Association of Manufacturers at great length in his Columbus
address. If we now succeed in getting
the council plans thoroughly estab-l'she(and this we will no doubt do
at the next meeting on September
then our power for good will go right
along until next year. During the
presidential campaign we will he a t
factor of national importance that, can
not be overlooked.
This gratifies
President Van Cleave more than anything else."
Later Mulhall wrote to the
of the N. A. M. in Cleve-hnd- :
"1 can conftdentally
tell you
tliat there will be a call issued in
the very near future by our organization for the convention of all organizations of capital, and I believe in a
short time all those organizations will
be combined for
A letter written by Mulhall to Representative Bartholdt says: "Some
time soon, I am going to tell you how
It is both
deep we nre in politics.
gratifying and exciting."

Beacham-Mignardo-

::o:i
P,94

FURSTENAN

AND SKULL

By W. H. Alburn.
Staff Correspondence.
Denver, Colo., July 22 For six centuries an Indian sphinx sat, buried in
the sand on the shore of Catalina IsHe
land, off the coast of California.
gazed toward the sea and guarded
the secret of a vanished race.
This mysterious figure has been
brought to the light of day by Dr.
A. W. Furstenan,
and
noted naturalist, and his secret is now
revealed.
In Dr. Furstenan's Denver laboratory and museum, filled with strange
specimens of animal life and relics of
antique man from far lands and distant ages, are the material remains
from which the doctor reads the old
Indians' history as an open book and
tells what manner of life he lived and
how puny and decadent we modern
Americans are in comparison.
Since leaving Berlin university, Dr.
Furstenan has spent most of his time
delving with a pick and shovel. During a visit to California an old Mexican Indian told him a tradition of an
ancient and noble tribe that dwelt in
Catalino Island long before the white
men came, a tribe that vanished, leaving no trace.
The scientist decided that some
trace of them MUST exist. So he
went to the island and started digging
along Avalon bay.
Black, hard sand showed signs of
burning. Delving Into it, he found It
was the site of an ancient sacred fire,
kept alive day and night, year after
year, perhaps, by a race that worshipped there and used it for a pyre to
burn its honored dead.
His pick struck a human skull, with
a strange conical shell resting on it.
He dug around and under and unearth the skeleton of a giant, crouch-Jog- ,
with his treasures in his lap.
world-wander-

OF ORIGINAL AMERICAN.

These were arrow and spear heads,

curious wampum made of carved fish
vertebrae, rude knives and needles,
mortars, pestles and carved shells, all
different from ordinary Indian relics,
and a strange flat stone, bearing unknown symbols, that may have been
a calendar.
As the air touched the
bones most of them crumbled to dust.
There remained the skull, jawbone,
teeth and bones of one foot, proving
the size and strength of the man. And
this is his story as the doctor interlong-burie-

prets it:,
"I was a chief of our island tribe.
We were eight feet tall and very
strong, but lived in peace, caring not
for conquest. Our senses were keen,
our nerves were steady. Our food was
fish and the fruit, grain and roots that
nature gave. Therefore we toiled
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7S.S5
10.15
775.S7
13.20
28.00
18 15

M. A. Ortiz,

assessor for
18.73

Trinidad Alarid, assessor
for
21.14
Andreas Sena
P.00
Celso lxpcz
35.10
M. A. Ortiz
2(5.(50
40000
Ksquipula Jiron
400.00
George M. Kinsell
Jose Ortiz y Pino
C. C. Closson
1,517.17
24.90
Teilesforo Rivera
3.00
Apolonio Rael
2.00
Apolinar Trujillo
Canuto Alarid
100.00
5 O0
Eulogio Bustos
G. V. Howard
2.00
C. j. Sullivan
2.00
1909-10-1-

WILL FIGHT TO PREVENT
SPREAD OF PARCELS POST.

Washington, D. C July
General Burleson was sum
moned today to appear before the senate postoffice committee board to explain by what authority he proposes
to reduce parcels post rates.
The
"Such was this prehistoric American summons is believed to be the start
race," says Dr. Furstenan. "And WE of a fight to prevent the extension of
are decadent. Our eyes and ears are the parcel post system as proposed
dull.
Our teeth decay, our jaws in plans recently announced.
weaken and recede, our chests narrow,
our stature dwindles.
Colds, head- The difference between "The Summer
aches, rheumatic pains assail us. The
Girl" and "The Surcmer Woman."
pressure and complexity of life wreck
While the former Is
a "good
our nerves and fill our sanitariums. time" the latter is too having
often dragging
Canned food and much clothing make around nervous, run down, tired
out,
us frail. After a fitful, discontented with aching back and
limbs,
weary
life, disease drives us to a painful sleepless and wretched.
Often It is
and premature death.
kidney trouble not female trouble and
"We do not fit our environment.
Foley Kidney Pills are a direct and
"If we could only get back to na- positive held for the condition.
The
ture like that old Indian!"
Capital Pharmacy.

s

1 907--

401

little.
"We were perfectly fitted to our environment.
Disease was almost unknown. I lived over 100 years you
see how my. teeth, still sound, slowly
wore down to the bone. Old age came
easily, with little pain, and death was
a kindly friend. But a fierce, bloody-raccame and destroyed us."

Wood-Davi-

J. Crichton
Printing Co
A. J. Fischer & Co
J. V. Conway
Jr. A. Ortiz, assessor for

.19,"
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE BOARD OF
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS.
July 7, litis.
Regular Session.
The Hoard met in regular session
with all members present; Jose Ortiz
y Pino, chairman; and 'omniissioners
M. Kinsell
anil Ksquipula
(Jeorge
.limn, M. A. Orliz and Charles C. Cl.is-sowere also in attendance as Clerk
and Sheriff respectively.
Alex shoemaker was appointed nighf:
for lho quarter
Sep
l)vat?'lm"
tember ::o, Jiu::. n is ordered by the
Board that the day and night, janitors of tin! Court House, be ami they
are hereby placed under the supervis
ion of the County Clerk,
In the matter of the taxes of
Villenmtieva for the years 190X,
limit, 1H10, and lull, the sa"id Teodoro
Villiiiiueva litis in due time claimed
t lie
exemption of $200 for each yen-jarequired by law, lie the said Teodoro
illatiueva being and having for said
years been the head of a family and
the Board of County Commissioners
having refused to allow the said exemption for saiti years and the Board
being of the opinion that said exemption should be allowed, hereby recommend to the District Attorney to brins
tbo proper proceedings to have the
District Clerk make the proper order
to allow the said exemption to the
said Teodoro Villaneuva.
The District Attorney was instructed to appear before the State Board of
Initialization and represent the county
in the matter of appeals from the action of this Board in the matter of
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"SOUR DOUGH DOES NOT SOUND liOOD, BUT IT IS MORE THAN
IN THE HANDS OF AN ARTIST."

GOODS

"Sacred to the memory of Sour
He was lost and
Dough Pete.
froze on this mountain somewhere."
This is a staple commodity In the
far west that few people east of mountain time ever have heard of. Out
here in the heart of the sage brush
a hunger seeps into the soul that only
Sour Dough can satisfy.
It does not sound good, but It is more
than good in the hands of an artist and an absolute necessity to the
sheep herder, the cowboy and the lone

settler.
Sour Dough begins with a "starter,"
that "starter" is not anything one
can make or buy. It comes in gift
form only.
Legend traces the first drop of it
to a lonely sheep herder who worked
for the 7A outfit in the early days
of the west.
Time was when the sheep herder's
life was a hard one. Sometimes he
had a tent for shelter, but more often
he slept under the stars with only
his dog and his memories for

How it was revealed to him is still
one of the mysteries of the range.
Sour Dough Pete never told. He ate
and saw that it was good, and the
next year when he again brought his
flock down to the shearing pen he
carried with him a bit of his precious
dough a "starter" to a boyhood
friend who herded on the hills beyond.
Gradually it passed from one to
another, from sheep herder to cowboy,
from cowboy to settler, until today
whenever there is a habitation there
is Sour Dough.
Sour Dough is a liquid, neither thick
nor thin, and is used for bread, pies
and PANCAKES.
When the cakes are wanted for
breakfast the cook adds a quart or so
of water and a little flour to the starter the night before and sets aside.
It foams and bubbles and swells, and,
if the jar containing it is not a very
large one, enough dough can asily
s(.raped off the floor and walls the
,lext niornjnB for several meals with-bu- t
out ,ijstllrbing the still seething mass
in the jar.
At the psychological moment a little salt, soda and sugar are carefully
tossed in and the cakes are ready to
drop on the griddle.
No grave marks the resting
place of the lonely sheep herder
to whom the west is indebted for
this gift. No pilgrimages are
made to his tomb. But daily many
hearts are lifted in silent gratitude to Sour Dough Pete.

402
to::
404
405
40(5

407
407
409
410
411

412
413
41

1

415
41(5

A. G.

Whittier

3.50

2.02
Postal Tel. & Cable Co
2.00
Tilmrcio Montoya
2. JO
Miguel Herrera
n.oo
Manuel Ortiz y Ortiz ..
421
Policiano Ortiz
n.oo
422 Francisco Martinez ....
5.00
423 Luis E. Alarid
2.00
24 Matias Borrego
2.00
425 Eulogio Martinez
2.00
42(5 Pedro Valdez
,
7.00
427 Atiliano Sanchez.
2.00
428 Leo Hersch
15S.45
13fi
Fischer Drug Co
There being no further business the
Board adjourned subject to the call
of the Chairman.
JL A. ORTIZ,
Chairman.
Attest:
V. I. ALARID, Clerk.
417
418
419
420

....

NOTICE.
I have this day sold my stock of
general merchandise at No. 304 San
Francisco street to Louis S. Lowitzkl
who will conduct (he business in fu-

ture.
(Signed)

MRS. JENNIE LOWITZKL

,
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total of 151 for the
round put him
qualifying
ahead, at least temporarily, for medal
score honors.
His closest competitor among the
early cards today will be that of Warren K. Wood, of llopewood, who had
77 yesterday and 75 today.
was ropurclinsed by tliP Cubs in the qucrnue on the way with a view to
Less wind that greeted the initial
Bron-sefall. He has done nothing wonderful securing a match in that city.
play and familiarity of the men with
is anxious to match Clarke against the lightning fast greens resulted in
with them as yet, but being the only
on the staff, with the ex- Jack Herrlck, the Chicago
general tightening up of play today.
ception of the veteran Lelfield, he is
certain of being retained.
CATTON VICTORIOUS
Renny Meyer was secured by the
Tofrom
last
winter
club
IN BILLIARD MATCH
flrooklyn
ronto in exchange for Hub Northen,
formerly of Houston. He was expectbilMarcus Catton the champion
ed to win a regular berth in the BrookE. C.
defeated
.last
liard
night
player
lyn outfield, but his poor fielding cost
Burke in a 400 point straight-rai- l
,
lilm the job in right field.
,:
league
National;
march at the Montezuma billiard par;
Johnston of the Browns was with
I68t jet. lors, and the exhibition put up by the
Club
but
of
215
1911,
in
.IS
the
.600
the Giants
New York
spring
champion was a delight to the lovers
was sent to the minors for more sea- Philadelphia
IS. 33 .600 of the great gentleman's game. His
in
club
..S24
.40
... .,,...44
soning, and rame back to the
Pittsburg
and the wonderful
stroke was
41
.523 mustery of perfect
the spring of 1912. Though advised Chicago
balls was evidenced
;,....45
the
42
.4 75 tiioe and
by Wilbert Robinson to hold Johnston, Brooklyn
,...:!X
again as they became separ-:!6
47
McGraw could not make room for him, Boston
.44 ati-- and he brought tnem togeiner
could
He
to
.:m
Toronto.
53
sent
was
"4
and he
St. Louis
for long runs. The class of billiards
.".3
53
.375
not. even hold his place in the Inter- Cincinnati
displayed by him last night will make
turn
in
national League and was sent
him a dangerous competitor when he
Asto Montgomery, in the Southern
American League
enters the. world's championship conAY on
There lie burned up the
Lost Pet. test, and he will carry with him the
sociation.
Club
. 70S
63
26
circuit, and was drafted by the Browns Philadelphia
w( il wishes of those Santa Feans who
37
.530 have had the
in the fall. He made good immediate- Cleveland
...53
pleasure of meeting him.
outin
berth
the
3S
.
573
"1
ly and won a regular
E. O. Burke, the local man, it was
Washington
a
is
He
44
.532 evident from the start, was sadly out
50
field of the St. Louis team.
Chicago
44
.4!8 of form, and as the game progressed
(2
fine fielder and good' thrower, fast on Boston
38
.400 lie seemed unable to
57
the bases and a fair batsman.
Detroit
get his stroke or
.3S9
37
58
Hugh Hige of the Detroit Tigers St. Louis
the class of billiards he is
display
5S
.326
never wore the colors of the New York New York
capable of playing. He has not had
flub, but was the property of the team
any
practice and went into the game
draftfor a couple of months. He was
American Association.
badly handicapped. But, as he remarkAsed from Hartford of the Eastern
.602 ed "If one wants to play billiards, he
;;9
59
Milwaukee
sociation in the fall of 1911 and was iLouisville
3G8 lias to
41
54
practice."
returned to the club a few weeks be- Columbus
42
52
.553
Catton had high runs of 81, 56 and
never
1913
of
season
fore the training
.526 "0, and some startling shots which
50
45
Minneapolis
reporting to the Olants. He is being
....46 51 .474 brought down the house. After the
Kansas City
outas
carried by the Tigers
utility
Toledo
.....42 54 .438 ;;ame he gave an exhibition of fancy
56
fielder, being unable to win a regular St. Paul
.423 ind trick shots which were a delight
...41
berth against such strong competi Indianapolis
57
.380 io the audience.
tion as Cobb, Crawford and Veach.
He is still a youngster, however, and
Western League.
" Won Lost Pot. 3IG PURSES HUNG UP
Jennings believes that there is bright
Club
FOR HARNESS HORSES
future in store for him.
Denver
....60 30 .667
.556
40
50
Des Moines
Buffalo, N. Y., July 22. Thirty thou
48
42
Lincoln
STAHL THROUGH FOREVER.
sand dollars in prize money will be
.011
47
45
Omaha
meet of
ompeted l'or in the three-da46
44
.489 the
Chicago, III., July 21. Jake Stahl, St. Joseph
Grand Circuit which opens at the
.437
49
38
handed his unconditional release as Topeka
Fort Erie race course across the river
52
.422
38
chamnions Sioux City
manager of the world's
this afternoon. The big event comes
base57
36
is
with
37
Wichita
Boston Red Sox,
through
Wednesday when a large field will
a
in
work
to
ball forever and will go
start in the King Edward V. 2:16 trot,
bank in Woodlawn, 111., in which he
in which a $1,000 Purse, the largest
TllPV ajr
holds stock.
this
offerpd on the graHd ci cuit
Stahl declared that McAleer's achas been offered.
to
National
shock
was
a
League.
him
in
tion
dropping
St. Louis at Brooklyn.
h'.m and that he did not quit oi his
ISAM LANGFORD WANTS
Chicago at Philadelphia-Cincinnat- i
own accord.
CHANCE AT WHITE HOPE,
at. Boston.
"I guess the real reason of dismiss
Pittsburg at New, York.
ing me was because the team was go
San Francisco, July 22. Sam LangStahl. "Mc.Ueer
said
Ine badlv."
"The Boston Tar Baby," who is
ford,
we
American
while
on
League.
bench
the
Sunday
'passed
t.
cloud on the horizon of the
a
Louis.
dark
at
he
but
Philadelphia
barely
were playing here,
New York at Detroit.
pugilistic "white hopes," is in San
Ispoke to me. When he didn't come
Boston at Cleveland.
Francisco, and would like to remain
to me again I wen to him at the hotel
here if there is any business in sight
He
Washington at Chicago.
'and asked for an explanation.
Sam has with him his wife, a col
hold me then that he was going to
cred woman, and his own real lar
make a. change in the management."
The Lang
"Stahl was drawing a big salary and
baby, aged five years.
feids are quartered in Leavenworth
was not able to play because of an
National League.
"It
street.
injured foot," said McAleer.
handicapped the team and I consid
Langford 'will meet Charley Miller,
At
York
New
Game)
(First
ered a change necessary. I shall pay
the giant carman, next Friday night,
4
3 7
'.
liis salary to the end of the year as Pittsburg
if such a match can be pulled off.
1
8 8
his contract calls for. He was a cap New York
Miller is willing. So is Langford
GibCamnitz, Robinson and Simon,
able manager last year and would
and anxious. The only question is one
son; Demaree and Meyers.
be now if he were able to play."
cf color.
78, so his
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MYSTERY DEEPENS

HOURLY ABOUT MURDER OF

BEAUTIFUL ALICE CRISPELL, WHO SANK TO
SILENCE AFTER A WHITE NIGHT
OF

'

REVELRY.

left-hand-

flUARD,

v

BETTER THAN EVER.

BASEBALL.

saw

Standing of the Clubs.

"

.

y

RUBE MARQUARD.
Sailing along In front of the
tional league, with the pennant

Naft!

the
sight barring an earthquake
Giants are in better condition now
than they were a year ago.
At this time last season Marquard,
vith a long string of victories, was
faltering. This year the great lefthander, after slowly rounding Into
Fbape, is steaming along at a
clip, winning game after game and im

MANAGERS ALL
MAKE MISTAKES
Kansas City Star.
is seldom that a young baseball
'player banished to the minors by John
J. McGraw manages to find his way
back to the big league with another
club. Pew players have broken into
the majors who could say that they
were once turned loose by the clever
leader of the Qiants. This spring,
however, no fewer than five youngsters who were turned loose by the
New York leader have won permanent
berths with other clubs in the major

It

leagues.

Dick Rudolph, now with the Boston
Braves, belonged to the Giants in the
fall 1910, and the following spring
George Pierce, the southpaw with the
Chicago Cubs, went South with
clan.
Benny Meyer, the outfielder now with the Brooklyn
was given a trial by the leader of the Giants in the spring of 1908.
Jack Johnston, an outfielder with the
St! Louis BrownsL went 1to Martin
with the Giants in the spring of both
1911 and 1912, and Hugh Hige of the
Detroit Tigers, also an outer gardener, went on the New York roster in
the winter of 1911.
Rudolph, the pitcher from whom
Georger Stallings expects much aid 'n
reconstructing the Boston club, came

proving with each effort.
Having gained the lead after an uphill climb, the Giants are sailing along
easily and McGraw is not forced to
work his stars over time. Instead,
the clever little leader is taking advantage of the situation, giving his
joungsters a chance whenever opportunity offers and permitting the veterans to take things easy that they
n ay be in better condition when called upon for heavy work.
rta the Giants in the fall of 1910 from
the Toronto club of the International
League. He pitched a few games for
the Giants that fall and went South
with the team in the spring, but was
sent back to Toronto shortly after the
start of the championsip season. He
lingered with the Maple Leafs a couple
of seasons, during which time several
major leagues teams tried to bring
him back to the majors, Out the Toronto club refused to part with him.
This spring, however, Rudolph de
cided that if he had to stay in the
minors most of his entire career he
A
would rather quit the game.
after the start of the International League season he carried out
bis threat and quit the Toronto club.
Realizing that he was in earnest, the
owner of the Maple Leafs sold him to
the Boston Braves for "Buster" Brown,
a pitcher, and a large cash consideration. He has done well during his
short stay in Boston.
Pierce, the young southpaw with the
Chicago Cubs, joined the Giants in
the spring of 1912. He had gained
a fair record while pitching in the
International League, the previous
year, but lacked control, and when
McGraw asked waivers on him the
Cubs put in a claim and secured him.
He did not linger longer with the
Cubs. He was sent to the Scranton
club of the New York State League,
where he made a splendid record and
few-day- s

Today's Games.

j

JONES.

Alice Crispwell was last seen alive
4 and Johns was the last person
seen with her. He says they spent
the evening in dancing and then parted. He declares he does not know
how she came to her death.
' William
Crispwell, the father, is a
religious enthusiast, following his conIn a reversion by Billy Sunday.
markable statement, he lays his
daughter's death at the door of bad
and an
undeveloped
companions
mind's mad passion for gay life.
The police are dilating between the
theories that a religious maniac slew
Alice and, that she was the victim of
one of her sweethearts.
The case grows more mysterious
hourly.

Wilkesbarre, Pa., July 22. "I took
my gun from the shelf and pointed it
at my daughter. 'It would be better
that the bullet in this gun should
pierce your heart than, that you
should sell your soul to the devil,'
I told her."
Such was the warning William
Crispwell, Wilkesbarre, Pa., gave his
daughter, Alice, whose body was
taken from Harvey's lake on July
7. when ho realized that she was folthe light
lowing that
that shines from cafe windows.
Herbert Jones, sweetheart of the
drowned girl, has just been rearrested
for her murder, although a coroner's
jury had exonerated him.

July

.

At New York

JEFF CLARKE STOPS

RUFE CAMERON IN THE 13TH
El Paso, Texas, July 21. In a sched
contest Sunday af
tiled twenty-rounttrnoon in the Juarez bull ring, Jeff
Clarke, the "Fighting Ghost," of Jop
l:n, Mo., stopped Rufe Cameron, the
in tne
San Francisco middleweight,
thirteenth round. Cameron's seconds
tossing a towel into the ring to save
Clarke
their man from a knockout.
was the master of the fight from the
beginning and his speed completely
who fought
ronplussed Cameron,
pamely until the last. Clarke battered him about the ring in almost
every round and elusively
or ducked vicious swings by Cameron
that might have done damage had
they landed. Though willing at all
times, the San Francisco man was1
outclassed. A large crowd of fans
vitnessed the battle. Jimmy Bron-soand Clarke will leave for the east
tomorrow.
They may stop at Albu- d

side-steppe-

THE HEAUY HITTER UP!

.

iiey Plav TodaV

Whore

ALICE CRISPWELL .AND HERBERT

(Second Game!

WALL STREET.

1
1

Pittsburgh

New York
(Tied end of ninth)

New York, N. Y., July 22. Stocks
were inclined to react today after an
opening that promised a continuance
London sent
of the recent advance.
over a higher level of prices but the
news from that center was accepted
with reservations.
At Philadelphia
(Second Game)
New low records were made by
5
6
10
Chicago
Wells Fargo and California petroleum
8 12 2
Philadelphia
cemmon and preferred.
The weakest
Batteries: Ruelbach, Richie and ipsles were the New Haven 6 per
Bresnahan; Needham, Rixey, Chalm- cent convertibles and slock, the formers, Mayer and Kiilifer.
ei declining about almost four points,
with more than two points for the
At Boston (First Game)
stock.
4 9
2
Cincinnati
3 13 2
Boston
MOTORCYCLISTS HOLD
Johnson, Ames, Brown and Kling;
CONVENTION IN DENVER.
Hess and Rariden.
Denver, Col., July 22. Motorcyclists
Ten innings.
of the Kansas Short Grass Club, about
100 strong, arrived here today to atAt Brooklyn
tend the convention of the Federation
1
3 6
St. Louis
of American Motorcyclists which will
3
1
1
Brooklyn
The Kansas delegaopen tomorrow.
Sallee and Wingo; Curtis, Stack and tion, which includes several women,
Miller .
made the trip overland, visiting several Colorado towns on the way. Late
American League.
yesterday a party of about sixty ar
rived from eastern and central west
At Detroit
ern states. Of the hundreds of visitors
New York
..0 3 3 in the city for the convention, some
2 7 1 came by train, but the
Detroit
majority made
Ford, Fisher and Gossett, Smith; the trip overland from their homes
Dauss and McKee.
by motorcycle.
The convention will open with a
street parade of all the visiting riders,
American Association.
with a local escort of several hundred.
Included in the convention program
At St. Paul
Columbus-St- .
Paul; first game cal is a series of races, in which riders
led off, rain: second game will be from all over the United States w'll
s
compete. Several trips into the
played if possible.
are planned.
At Minneapolis
s
game post
poned; rain.
At Philadelphia
(First Game)
5 7 3
Chicago
6 8 1
Philadelphia
Lavender and Needham; Alexander,
Brennan and Kiilifer, Howley.

of its fjpp)nents, the new' bill may 6t
be introduced.
Democrats of the banking commitreA
22.
D.
July
C,
Washington,
tee
concluded their consideration of
United
to
States
vival
the
currency
bill and Representative
bill, appeared today, the creation of the Glass
those Democratic members of the Ragsdale returned to the conference.
house banking committee who have
JOE TINKER SUSPENDED
opposed various features of the adFOR ARGUMENT WITH ORTH
ministration bill. It is largely a reBoston, Mass., July 22. Manager
write of the Glass plan.
Representative Ragsdale of South Joe Tinker, of the Cincinnati National
Carolina, who yesterday quit the de- League team, was suspended today
liberations of the committee Demo- for an argument with Umpire Orth
crats, representative Wingo of Ar- yesterday.
kansas, and Representative Henry of
Texas, all had a hand in preparing
If a substitute Is offered you for
the new bill. It would embody many Foley Kidney Pills, it means a cheap- recommendations of the old money ler medicine Is pressed upon you for
trust investigating "committee.
the dealer's profit, not for yours.
The bill will not be introduced in Foley Kidney Pills may cost the dealthe house immediately, but first will er more than a cheap substitute, but
be submitted to President Wilson and they give better results than any othSecretary McAdoo in an informal way.. er kidney and bladder medicine. Ask
If substantial amendments make the' for Foley Kidney Pills. ,The Capital
Glass bill conform to the suggestions Pharmacy.
NEW CURRENCY BILL
,,
MAY BE INTRODUCED

-

Landmarks of
Typewriter ;
Progress

Such are all the recent developments

of the

Remington
(Visible Models 10 and 11)

fo'.t-hill-

--

v.

'

SS ! L"1"

jf

FA Wemore's

Louisville-Minneapoli-

!

At St. Pau- lColumbus . .
St Pnul
Cole, Davis, Meyers
Gardner and James.

2

7

a'i

7
9

2

0

n' Shoe Polishes

FINEST

QUALITY

LAKCEST

VARIETY

Smith;

111.,

July 22.

A world's rec-

ord was established in the elimination
play of the Western Championship
tournament at the Homewood Country
Club by C. P. Allis, III., of Milwaukee.
The young man holed out in one
from the first tee, the first time In
recorded annals of the game that such
a feature has been accomplished at
the distance, 29 yards. Allis' drive
was perfect, according to experts.
Thick" Evans. Dresent western
champion, scored a two on the eigh
teenth green, his brilliant work
him a 73. the best thus far of
the tournament. Yesterday his card,
net-Hn- ir

..

:

i

Decimal Tabulator which makes the decimal tabulatan integral part of the typewriter.
The Tabulator Set Key which eliminates all hand setting of the
tabulator stops.
The Column Selector which determines, by the stroke of a single
key, the exact point on each l.r.c where the writing is to begin.
which
The Adding and Subtracting Remington (Wahl Mechanism)
combines in one typewriter, and in one operation, the functions of the
writing machine and the adding machine. .. .
Every one of these new devel
opments is an" evidence of tne perpetual leadership of the Remington
Illustrated booklet
Typewriter.
descriptive of all recent Remington
improvements, sent on request
Built-i-

n

ing mechanism

GOLF RECORD
IS MADE AT
HOMEWOODCLUB
Chicago,

Among these developments are:

The

"GUT EDGE" the only ladies' shoe dressing that
positively contains Oil. Blacks and Polishes ladies'
ana cmiaren's ooots ana shoes, thiaei
mat, roc manm muss. iuc.
DANDY" combination for cleanlm and
all kinds of russet or tan shoes, use. "STAB" size, 10c
"QUICK WHITE" (in lls,nM form with sponpe) aakk-I- ;
deans aud whiteasdirty canvas shoes. lOclwc
"UO-- deam m4 whitens IWI, 1TOI0CK.
SUED
and CANVAS SHOES. In round white cakes
packed in zinc boxes, with sponge, inc. In handsome, lane aluminum boxes, with sponge, SSc
t your dealer does not kwp toe kind yon wiuit, send na
the prioe In stamps for full sire packace, charges paid.
WHITTCMORE BROS. A CO.,

Albany Street, Cmbitskaa, Mat.
The Oldest and Lartest Manufacturers of
Shot Polishes in the World.

ZO-t- S

Remington
Company'
Typewriter
lincorporucuj
1645 Champa Street,
'DENVER, COLO.

Zitj.

kkim
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Cowdray's peons to pump oil and ship
it to England.
Cowdray, Murray and AsquilU easof
UNITED
the
ily secured the
BANK
CO.
WILSON YIELD
t'rench and German capitalists who
bought the natural resources of Mexico from Diaz. There
aren't ninny
SHEPHERD CABLES FROM LONDON DETAILS dividends
coming out of Mexico these
CONSPIRACY
OF LIBERAL days.
OF 6REAT
JHIIIIlHIIIIIMiiiiiiiiiittlltltllMMIttlMHIItlltMIIMIIIIMIIIIIMIIIMMIHIIIIIMIlnilMMII
HMIMIMIh
I cannot discover, here in London,
IN
LEADERS
ENGLAND TO
PARTY
just where Standard Oil stands at the
moment. Standard has big interests
HAND.
FORCE OUR PRESIDENT'S
in Mexico, also. A tranquil peasantry
nillllMlltllltlllMlilllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMMIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIillMiiiiiiiiiiiiHIIttllllP
125 Palace Ave
annoys Standard Oil. Although
jiiever
N. B. LAUGHLIN, President.
JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
(By William Shepherd.)
it na8 bitterly fought
tin. 1'earson
22.
s
coal
It
oil
London, July
again! company, Standard is probably
in
J. B. LAMY,
FORTY GIRLS LOSE LIVES
The attempt of England to make f..Vor of chasing the rebels into
IN FACTORY FIRE,
Wilson
the do-i- come,
recogniz
in.
Huerta
scandalous
government
(Continued from page one).
vexico means that coal oil has a grip
I I I I I I I I I I II IJH
o:, the. Asquith-Lloytieorge governSecond and third alarms were
meut.
FOR SALE-CI- TY
PROPERTY
turned in and every available piece of
it
see
You
in
the
that
don't
way
put
2
5 Room Modern Brick Cottage,
blocks from Plaza, Price $3,800
3 apparatus in the city set at work.
5 Room Modern frame cottage, o blocks from
Meanwhile ambulance calls had been
Price
TO
OUR
SUBSCRIBERS:
ooz-Mexican
find
J
London
vim,
l,ivv
petroleum
sent out and a squad of automobiles
the Postal Tele- 6 Room Modern Adobe Cottage, 2 blocks from Capitol, Price
lug out of every pore of parliament jx ' Telephone
had been pressed ill for hospital ser9rapn company it you ao not get
i BAA
and seeping out of the veins of the
6 Room Modern Brick Cottage, ) blocks from Plaza, Price
vice. Most of the injured, including
nd one wi" be
PaPer
in
yur
.control.
liberal
party
10 Room Modern Adobe House, (double) rents for $45, Price
those who had been overcome with
5,000
"" at
Size this up, you people in America' :x "vered
smoke or fright were carried into the
SALE-RAN- CH
who
The AsquithLloyd George rulers,
FOR
PROPERTY
Knickerbocker garage a few hundred
nre seeking to better the lot. of the
2 Ranches in the Tesuque Valley
Mrs. A. j. Kenehau will not be a.i feet away. Here all the available phyin
man
are
.common
this
at
England,
10 Ranches in the Espanola Valley
sicians in the city were gathered.
home tomorrow.
Moment trying to make President Wi?
3 Large Grants in the State
The injured girls were wrapped in
a,a,e Senator B. F. l'ankey is in
lee.n recognize the Huerta government
blankets, given lirst aid and then
a
on
short
business
PFNITi , Four Room Modern Brick Cottages
trip.
thereby qianip down for a few !"'!uerque
rushed to the city hospital as rapidly
Five Room Modern Brjck CottaKe
Ii.iore vears the peonage and serfdom
ritz has returned from a as
possible,
A.lliudavs'
with
in
visit
jef the common man in Mexico.
j1'"
Meanwhile the firemen had been
Lord Cowdray, of England, is one l'""'1''1'"3to stop the advance of the
'of the chief exploiters of peonage in! State Senator Louis ('. lll'e.ld of Las striving
flames. Their efforts were gradually
is
on
in
a
the
short
city
Mexico. He is a liberal, a chief in As- Vegas,
successful but every building on the
(C. A. BISHOP)
triPand George's party. Before
west side of Water street, between
' INSURANCE
SURETY BONDS
LOANS
T (iiiith made him a lord he was Sir
The Auction Bridge club was enter- Spice alley ami Henry street, was
Mrs
tained
afternoon
of
Weetman
head
the great
by
Pearson,
yesterday
more or less damaged.
Phone, 189 J.
of Hugh Oilmore.
1 19 San Francisco Sr
iJ earso11 Oil company,
limited,
.
Santa. Fe. New Meiirn.
t
;
The building was equipped with fire
(Jr. H. Van Stone, manager
of the
and automatic lire alarms.
I I I I I I I I I
nu
I I I I I I I
lis Lord Murray, until six months ago Hughes Mercantile company, left to escapes
The fire alarm began ringing at ex- in
Cow"whip"
parliament.
day for his home at Kstaneia.
aotly 2:30 o'clock and Mrs. Iteed It.
Si
.1. W. Heck of El Rito is in the
dray took him into the oil company
city Freeman, wife of the president of the
t that time and now the two,
by their to attend a meeting of the board of re-- company, who was in the oltice, regreat influence in the liberal party, gents of the Spanisli American Nor-- marked casually, ''Pretty hot day for
have compelled
Asquith's foreign mal school.
a false alarm," referring to a number
minister to try to force President WilMrs. Llewellyn C. Hall will not be of 'i'p !''!' that had been held in the
son's hand in Mexico.
at home tomorrow and hereafter will lactory recently
ROUND TRIP EXCURSION FARE
Have Cowdray and Murray secured ,,e llt holll(1 on the nrs,
Wednesday of
a Wall street kind of control over w.i,
'BILL TO INCREASE
iloth the liberal party and the Knglish
gam jjldodt. the 'Clian.it;, merchant.' JUSTICES OF SUPREME COURT
ROUND
TRIP
EXCURSION
government? Exactlv that. Tbe cnv. and a member of the board of regents
Washington, 1). C, July 22. Two
eminent has just, announced that It of the Kl Rito Normal school, is ui more justices for the supreme court
.
will award a gigantic control to
were proposed in a bill today by Rer
FARE, SANTA FE
city today.
M. S. Groves left this afternoon for resentative Rupley
of Pennsylvania
company for Mexican
coal oil.
Albuquerque to meet Mrs. Groves, who It would provide for a chief justice
TO DENVER, COLORADO,
And how is Cowdray to make good is coming up from Carlsbad to spend and ten associate justices,
(on delivery of shiploads of petroleum several weeks here.
"
from Mexico to England?
Paul Doran and wife, and a cousin,
By putting the screws to President Stanley Drohrer, are in Albuquerque
for a day or two, making the trip in
Wilson, of course!
As long as the United States
Do ran roadster.
fuses recognition of Huerta, the trait-- j
C. F. Lambert of the mounted police,
jor, the rebels will have a pretty free who had brought Andres Calles back
nana in Mexico and there won t be from Arizona, left vesterdav for his
much doing around oil wells and mines licadqiiai jprs nt. Cimarron.
and on European owned railroads.
John Conway, supprintpndHiit of
But if President Wilson recognizes county schools, and Marcelino A. OrWith
Huerta. the hitter csin hnrrniv 1llo. tiz, left for Oalisteo yesterday after By Being Constantly Supplied
. 'niKMUIA
I.. T. ,...,
nr an hora
,.;
IIIO
t.
lUIUJJtT, tTllltp noon, Mr. Conway looking after school
Thedford's
an army,- chase the rebels Into the matters, while Mr. Ortiz attended to f
brush and make it possible for Lord ofTloial business. They made the trip
in Mr. Conway's car.
McDuff, Va. "I suffered for several
W. C. fllack. of .. Denver, snperln-Dates
Sale, August 7, 9, 10, II and 12, 1913.
i
n,ue l ' 11,1
eiegrapn com-- hls pnce,-"witsick headache, and
i...u.) mi uir bihikh ui i ihii. vv yonimg, jtomacn trouoie.
Final Return Limit, August 25, 1913.
Colorado and New Mexico, including
Ten years ago a friend told nte to try
which I did,
Paso, Texas, is in the city today Thedford's
STREET.
WM. M. SCOn, T. F. & P. A.,
FRANCISCO
SAN
244
on an inspection tour, heading for Kl tnd found it to be the best family medi- :ine for young and old.
Paso.
on hand all the
keep
Bert Clancy. .1. Porter Jones. Tom
Doran and Hill Tilount returned last .ime now, and when my children feel a
ittle bad,
ask me for a dose, and it
evening from a three days' fishing trip does them they
more good than any medicine
on
the
Rio
Media.
up
They report they ever tried.
L. A. HUGHES,
The Best That Can be Bought ! excellent luck, a good time, a little We never have a long spell of sick- R. J. CRICHT0N,
C. L. POLLARD,
rough travel and no regrets. The ac- less in our family, since we commenced
AT ANY PRICE
President.
Manager & Treasurer.
Secretary.
tual count of trout caught registers ising
Take no chances on either 121.
Thedford's
is purely
Visitors yesterday at. the School of vegetable, and lias been found to regu- when a small amount will give
Archaeology and Museum of ate weak stomachs, aid digestion, re- you the protection that you 'American
New Mexico were Mitchell B. Carroll, ieve indigestion, colic, wind, nausea,
inand
do
when
use
need,
you
icadache, sick stomach, and similar
surance get the best, as it is Washington. I). C, Miss Willie
lymptoins.
Nashville, Tenn., ..Vancy S.
It has been in constant use for more
the cheapest, and
Albuquerque, J. P, Davis, Den- nan 70 years, and has benefited more
ver, and Mrs. Herbert Porter and Miss nan a million
ALWAYS SEE
people.
Helen Mary Porter of Larned, Kan
(INCORPORATED)
Your druggist sells and recommends
sas.
Price only 25c. Get a
Mr. and Mrs. Jason R. Phelps, of Mckage
n. C 12a
Office United States Bank Build in? Watertown. New York, who have been
(FIRST FLOOR)
guests at "The Willows," with Mr. and qj inuTjuTjxrvnninnjumixruuuuunjxg
Mrs. A. B. Renehan, leave for their 5
5
who has purchased the Insurhome
Mr. Phelps is a
ance Business of the L. A. brothertomorrow.
of Mrs. Renehan, and has enHarvey Agency. Strong lines, joyed the cool weather of Santa Fe,
BuildRoofing
good compaaies.goed protection though, he says that he and his wife
escaped the recent torrid season, sailof
ing from New York and being on the
high seas at the time when the thermometer was highest.
'
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TRUST

SEIUN

ADOLF

HATS

Does a General Banking Business.

At Less Than Cost

Your Patronage Solicited

!

MRS. W. LINDHARDT

-

GOODS

GO.

CCE an"

Special Prices in All Departments.
We Save You Meney Buying During This Salo at Our Store.

Vice-Preside-

4l

DOT

I

210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.

PHONE 180.

PERSONALS

J

i
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INSURE WITH HAYWARD

AND REST CONTENT.

"

I

i

are offering
the property, known as the
L. 13. VickRov Home on Don
Gaspar Avenue, at an attractive figure. An inspection will convince you that this is the finest
HOME in the City. We will be glad to quote prices and terms.

FOR SALE

XXXX

POP

('lt'i

O. C. WATSON & CO.

As sole Agents we

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD,
Rooms 8

fn'-nd-

MANAGER,

and 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe,
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Denver & Rio Grande R. R.
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$1(3
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HOT STOVE?
high-gra-

'

,

A

When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol ? I have a fine
assortment of the Sterneau " Inferno," all
chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
meal, and the percolators which will make a cup
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.

H. C. YONTZ,

JEWELER,

de

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

Cow-'the-

cray-Pearso-

-

ACCOUNT

FAMILY AVOIDS

THE
STAR
BARN
W.
- - PROPRIETOR.
A. WILLIAMS,

GENERAL LIVERY

e

Knights Templar

SERIOUS SICKNESS

Triennial Conclave

111

Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE

PONIES,

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

Phone 139.

Re-

PROMPT SERVICE.

310 San Francisco St.

Black-Draugh-

j

of

h

1

INSURANCE

-

i

Black-Draup-

FIRE, LIFE,

1

Black-Draug-

Hay, Grain M. Flour
We Can Save You Money.

Telephone a Trial Order. Phone 214 J.
We Buy and Sell for Cash.

ht

PLATE GLASS

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

-:-

-

WHOLESALE

j
i

Black-Draugh-

Lumber and Transfer Go.
HEADQUARTERS FOR

IhKUII
u

BUSINESS AND STORAGE

::

I00 and 35 W.

H. S.

HE

& CO.

Where Quality Governs the Price
and Price the Quality

j

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

Jars

AFTERMATH

OF RECENT
RIOTING AT SEATTLE

Washington,

SOCORRO, N. M.

Are now as low in prices
as they will be this

neering.

not delay, as they will
soon be off the market.
WE ARE RECEIVING

.

THE REGISTRAR

NEW MEXICO SCHOOL OF MINES,
SOCORRO, NEW MEXICO.

OF

STRAWBERRIES.

C, July 22.

8

Where Prices ar Bst
Sf Oualltv

BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

CANNING

SEASON IS RIGHT UP-

FRUIT JARS. GET
LY AND BE

m

EAR-

WE HAVE

SIZES.
COMPLETE

LINE

A

TO- -

MULHALL SAYS IT WAS

Pueblo,

.

A

MISTAKE

Chicago, .
51 Paul. .

from page one).

men, said to have been marked tor
by former Speaker Cannon and
former Representative James E. Watson, waB offered in evidence before
the Senate lobby committee today by
Martin At. Mulhall, confessed lobbyist
of the National Association of Manu-

facturers.

---
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MfeSmft

T&ZJ
L27
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Rubber Ring
Gold Enamelad

Cap

FOR HOME CANNING

Meats
Fish
Let-Over-

Vegetables

Fruits

Self-Sealin-

$21.10 Colorado Springs,
16.35 Salt Lake, Ogden,
51.85 St. Louis,
51.85 Buffalo, N. Y., . .

....

$18.15

40.00
47.35
66.45

78.85 Atlantic City, . . 79.35
On sale daily June 1st to Sept. 30th. Return limit, October
3 1st, except that to points east of Chicago and it. Louis
return limit is 60 days from date of sale-

New

York,

-

CALIFORNIA
tie
$55.55
VZdd

On

CC

SAN FRANCISCO,

OAKLAND,

sale daily, June 1st to Sept. 30th,

SPECIAL

ul

ht

I

LOS ANGELES,
SAN DIEGO.

s

Keeps them perfectly forever
with all original flavor
and natural color
Air-Tig-

RATES

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO,

IN

.

ALL

SUMMER TOURIST

turn

SURE OF

GETTING THE PROPER

Presi-

Augustus P. Gardner of Massachusetts, Gilbert N. Haugen of Iowa, VicCANTALOUPES, tor Murdock of Kansas, E. A. Morse,
WATERMELONS,
J. M. Nelson, and Irvine L. Lenroot of
NATIVE PEACHES, APRICOTS,
Wisconsin, were the marked six. Mulhall on March 17, 1909, wrote SecrePLIMS, ETC., ETC.
tary Schwedtman, of the manufacturers to that effect.
"Watson says these people always
have been against anything we ever
KAUNE
CO. wanted since he has been a member
H.
of the House," Mulhall added. A dozen
names of other congressmen marked
for "war" and which have been included in other lista Mulhall has given the
Foi
committee, were included.

S.

Galisteo 5t.

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New Mex.

ON YOU TO BUY YOUR

WILSON

defeat

STEAMBOAT
SPRINGS

ADVANT AGES:

Requirements fully up to those
of standard schools of mines everywhere; close
proximity to a great variety bf mines and smelters,
where the various metallurgical processes are illustrated; salubrious climate; water famed for Its
' purity; good dormitory 'accommodations at low cost
.;
etc.
For full Information, or catalogue, address

DAILY SHIPMENTS

16

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER

Denver,

(Continued

Do

1

DISTRIBUTOR OF

er, of New Jersey, to be commissioner of labor statistics,

Season.

a

WE ARE RECEIVING DAILY SHIPMENT

COURSES OFFERED: Mine Engineering, Mining
Geology, Metallurgical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Electrica Engineering and Mechanical Engi-

D.

UNTIL THE

dent Wilson today nominated Preston
C. West, of Oklahoma to be an assistant attorney general attached to the
interior department and Royal Meek-

SCHOOL OF MINES

-

DO NOT WAIT

Seattle, Wash., July 22. Sprrant
E. A. Wallace, coast artillery, U. S. A.,
who was stabbed last Thursday night
in a tight at a slreet meeting outside
the Industrial Workers' headquarters
on Washington street, died last night
at Fort Flagler of blood poisoning.
NOMINATIONS TODAY
BY PRESIDENT

NEW MEXICO

-

aHENRY KRICKt

TTfM IITI

AGENTS fthe FAMOUS DAWSON COAL

Phone

M. O'CONNELL, Mgr.,

y.

and
Shingles, Cement, Plaster,
ing Materials Every Description.

Your Business Solicited.

MltlMtlllll(M

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.

3lack-Draug-

LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIWION.

GENERAL TRANSFER

ht

Bes-wlo-

FRANK M. JONES,

Guaranteed Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

,

Black-Draug-

AND RETAIL.

LOS ANGELES,

$V.i
June

SAN DIEGO,

1913.

Return limit, October

list,

1911

EXCURSIONS
;SAN FRANCISCO,
OAKLAND,

CC
VW.DD

Return limit, Aufost 31st.
Dates of sale,
10, July 1, 2, J, 4, 5, 6, 7.
Also on sale Auf ust 22, 23, 24, 25, 26. 27, 28, 29. Return limit, Oct. 22, 1913.

SUMMER TOURIST RATES

g

No Zinc Cap
TRY A DOZEN TODAY
Wide Mouth

on sale to many other points in the United States and Canada.

For further particulars call on or address,

H

The Modern Grocery Co 1
bara

S. LUTZ, Agt.,

SANTA FE, N. M.
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THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Is Composed of Men Well Known for
the Success Which They Have Attained

Fishing in its prime. The Pecos River the best trout
stream in the Southwest. The Valley Ranch offers the
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hich they can if they will it. that way.
Rock Island Tribune,)
Silos.
ine uwaiioma bankers are idling
llic luiiuw iucv ll nv j
iifrnnimodatinns tbev must have silos.
They began threo or four years a?o
.telling the same farmers in that state,
If they wanted such accommodations
EDITORIAL ROOMS 31
li
OFFICE 286
they must cut out fooling with Indian
and small grains and go to raising
that from which there is to be realized
more profit, viz., kafflr, maize, millet
PINCHOT AND WELLMAN.
The railroad and the
and cows.
The Pinchot interview appearing in yesterday's New Mexican, effectually
or prospective disintegration of the
bankers are not in business for their
disposes of the Walter Wellman dream
lifalth. It is a business proposition
Progressive party.
for them to see that the farmers ot
in the national political
to
s
again
pose
Wellnian
Mr.
anxiety
Perhaps
the
.lis
since
country where they operate undersome
indeed,
time,
for
absent
been
has
he
which
limelight, from
take
the methods that will insure the
dreamland
out
into
to
wander
him
led
ocean,
balloon fiasco in the Atlantic
most prosperity to such farmers,
that were not so, and imagined the Pinchots were going
where he saw
which, of course, means the most prosto do things which they have no intention of doing.
Walter as
perity to the said railroads and
Gifford Pinchots denial of the Wellman statements gives
Let us do it the silo wav.
bankers.
came
he
when
himself
in
succeeded
giving
decisive a fall as that which he
costs so little to begin. Put your
It
What
route.
the
air
ocean
the.
by
down from that aerial attempt to cross
silo in the ground, fill with this year's
will be
this effusive writer hands out hereafter, on the political situation
big crop and feed cows! Clovis
suit.
a
of
with
grain
taken
Journal.
a
to
Pirn-hointerview, given directly
Other statements given in the
Cannot Approve.
Never Realized.
THE BYSTANDER
with force and
We cannot approve of the action of
New Mexican representative are equally interesting and bear
of
one
I saw a new specimen of
the perthe state board in
directness on the political situation.
SEES IT
1hose things that we have all about manent school fund investing
in the state road
Republicans is to set forth
Naturally, the burning desire of the old line
e
land
and
southwest
in
here
this
ut,
members
the
to
prove that
bonds which draw only four percent
the weak condition of the Progressives, and
vntcn we Know aooui in a genera.
interegt There were offers before the
'drifting back" to the old party organization.
It's the Goat Now.
a
interest
little
;rnd pass by with
and,)0ard ,na(. were perfectly safe at six
V. S. Bull, of Buffalo, advises
The movement originated and bravely carried out by the Progressives.
Dr.
Good road8 are a valuable
ercellt
and the support that has us to discard the use of cows milk then forget about, it was a specimen
u...a on v
n
was not spasmouic.
up by Mr. Craycraft out here only jthjng fQI. flny con)numity
but g00
of this nation were ready
jdiig
the
of
that
people
milk
the
showed
goats.
conclusively
to
to
it
substitute
and
come
fdl the change.
The
at, he
is it." It has been shown to moBt earnestly protest against our
There can the cow, gives richer milk, is cheapc l
,..,..
!
,1
There will be no amalgamation with the Republican party.
nf !1,.r.1,!1pnwv
ulllr,enta
v. . . .
..h.
tzii and tbev atuwi luuuo
utruif
yjivvi
uiun
contradictory. to keep and has other points of excel
be none. The very basis of the two parties are absolutely
some t0 strengthen the road ijfund. The one
course
Of
it
ilave
up.
v..
passed
.,
ue loag.n out
must
The
battle
irreconcilable.
lence.
are
Their beliefs
Chun will look at it One Of these dayS thi,,, nhnvo nil nthers that this state
lilies already drawn. It is a finish light
It certainly is hard to tell where nd t(?n al, abolt u u js a ew ma- - needs is better schools. The invest-"w- e
con
so
pieiei
are at." Here we have been going tera) Q1, ratlle!. constructed not ofjment of even $120,000 of our schoal
Seldom has a statement been so quickly and
and the future of the on all these
years thinking that the gIomj ol, clay but of a sort of cementi fllnd8 at two
as has that of Walter Wellman touching the present
than it
Jess
reliable, old cow was the real thing .,,,parelltly.
Progressive party.
rjut the puzzle is, what could bring if invested elsewhere is a
...
o
.
me
husiuimu
and was giving us
Farming- wag jt U8e(1 ol., The more we see wrong step in our opinion.
life, and we find all the teachings of
thpBe relu,s of i past age the more ion
THETEFFORTS OF SAN JUAN. to
'
me years emasu
iv
Umplete the puzzle becomes. "Who
bring that most tru.tt.,1 ail
The endeavor on the part of San Juan county
.m
ana mat sue is umy a
and
v ere tnese an(.ient people anyway'.'
central
with
the
touch
closer
into
NEW
and promising section of our slate
the goat.
and active
rpnp jndiaris of the present generation
southern portion is worthy of the most earnest support
o them,
fi Me l(J fe1 ug I10ting
ESTABLISHED
This sounds a little peculiar when
Denver we hear that the goat is cleanlier (hp gludent Btamjs snent in their pres-thawith
touch
in
is
closer
it
at
is
present,
Situated as San Juan
the cow. And lately they have
fince
removed from an asso
.Uontaville Flowers, for two years
4i,,.i
tf.
.. rP tha Han- than with Santa Fe or Albuquerque, and still farther
.
neen
,
a
,
establ.sh
OB BOOm
highway
to
Teiiing us mat
litt. Rtrnnfi t,iat u.p
effort
The
with the southern part of the state.
us and Association of America,
about
all
oler which travel could be easy from Farmington to Gallup is a start In the TTl
these
Jarbaie
well
and
things
Then
can
ti e
of known t0 the Chautauqua
part ot the state
world, is
direction of a closer communication and would bring this conditions.
and teJls us -b them by without a thought
com
doctor
th
value as a thing of interest or as the head of the new department of the
in more immediate touch than can be gained under present
even though
and hat the goat's the thing,
assetWe could use ,hem as a 1'iogressive national service,
known
It is an unfortunate fact that under the present railroad connections of he makes a habit of eating the verf M
i". agnet
before those
to draw outsiders here if
1
,he Progressive National Lyceum
from.
eats
mail facilities, the Denver papers reach the San Juan towns
the
fly only
wejas
that
and
more
our own state and the good citizens of this great county are growingfrom a
where we are going co would but make the most of them,- El rvlce.
por don't know
Lut one of the strange and unfathomTne Lyceum and Chautauqua move-omore dissatisfied with the situation and the practical isolation
if the doctors do not let up
up
bring
This present road proposition
is going ' Me things is that we actually have menti sometimes called
the "Univer-tresult
tion of the people of their own commonwealth.
soon.
The
us
pretty
seems
in Santa Fe who throw
0f the People," is recognized as a
has been taken up with hope of securing what, at the present time,
cold,sty
be that thev' are going to get our people
water on anything that looks like powerful and growing agency in forrn- to be the best avenue toward a more direct association.
or Rio Arriba goat.
or auvauceine.iu
ui
ing and directing public opinion, anu
This is really a state matter and not local to San Juan
about what the goat
thev
If
say
wlnt
1
it is the purpo3e of this service to
counties We are in sight of closer communication wiui ao num
and that he really voulJ h('ln 10 brinS People here.
true
is
eats
really
cannot understand it at all.
use
see
not
tin'
,nia agJcy to promote the cause
I
do
we have long been cut off. and it is to be sincerely hoped that Farmington
then
cans,
eat
before whom does
Utee and other livelv and ambitious towns to the north of us.circle of othei but the ultimate result is going to! Here within a radius of a few miles 0f good government,
within
the
The final however is wider than this
a brighter future seems opened, may be hi ought
be that, if we take Dr. Bull's advice, of our beautiful old city are attrac-New Mexican towns with which they would most naturally associate.
be eating canned milk before tions that are offered nowhere else and will include University Extensxn
will
we
whole state, but we
know it and that is a thing we outside of certain localities in Colo-- j Civil Clubs, Social Centers and
The development of San Juan is beneficial to thecommunication.
It
been warned against ever since udo and Utah, but we have not made gressive Clubs. It offers scientific
to get the real value there must be a better avenue of
Colorado has so
the most of them in any way. I con- - discussion by leaders of thought on
has been a misfortune that the situation has heen such that with San Juan f can remember.
learnea 01 the social, economic ana governmcnt-but- t
been tne'tess was surprised wnen
fur benefited more than New Mexico by an association
has
the
so
goat
For
long
secthat will bring the
county, and our people would welcome any proposition
of a.ll jokes from the iokists that the old ruins as near to Santa Fe as:Ul problems of the day.
tions closer together.
is going to be a prejudice against seme of these are about which I was! Jir. Flowers' name as chief of this
will make its there
which the brute gives for a ti;ld. They have never been excavat-- service w ill command the attention of
We hope the new highway will receive such support as
milk
the
It don't sound ci4 and yet they are evidently full of, the Lyceum and Chautauqua world
time to come.
building assured.
long
n
good to me. Til take the good old rare relics of that ancient day. Welind is a guarantee that this depart-cofor mine, doctor or no doctor, ought to make these things a feature meat of the bureau of educatio'n of
GOOD-BYE- S.
NO TRAIN-SHE- D
it be the milk or the meat T0f our advertising matter and tell! the Progressive service will be con-awhether
some
still had
points
(Treat as are modern accomplishments, the ancients
going after. Tf we really followed prospective tourists about all this, ducted upon lines of integrity and
us.
t
of advantage on
treasures we have! Let usficiency.
the gratuitous advice that 1s
and linger and
Txne-loiRomeo, in the moon-li- t balcony scene, could sigh
ed out to us these days, the dippy asy--j ,r.aiP niore of (iem Dy giving them
linger and sigh:
lums would he overflowing with poor publicity.
"Parting is such sweet sorrow-Thafools who did not try to do any on
Q
tomorrow."
I shall say good night till it be
their own thinking, but let others,
at
TO DEATH
the
stunt
to
that
wish
should
try
But if the heir to the Montague's
something AMONG THE
terminals who were trying to is say
what.
observation end of a vestibuled train in one of the great railway
new, tell them what
gentlemen
in 'an American citv, he would discover that the
Philadelphia, July 22. Threats of a
This goat milk creed may be all
a time and
Fighting Over Bone
in Col- who conduct our transportation systems have conspired to put
I do not know, but in the meanAfter having knawed all the meat highwayman who held her up
right,
.
.T.,
has
travelers.
N.
of
June
farewells
the
on
me.
ilmgswood,
cow
for
It, , caused
limit
time, it's the old
off the iyjui-- , luc nainau
.
,
,,
iime air
r.,
cities,
The edict has gone forth in Chicago, and presumably in other big To
Roswell
over
bone.
bare
the
fighting
be
shed.
Germantown.
Johnson
East
street,
that friends seeing a traveler off must be kept out of the train
Best
Record.
The
Way.
cities more
Paralyzed with terror when the man
sure that had long been the rule. But it was a rule in some was
Get Busy.
1 saw
an account the other d,i
that be
the result of its breach
from behind a tree and orderAnd
observed.
than
leaped
broken
frequently
into
was taken
Let every one. in San Juan county ed her and her husband to throw up
at the car steps or in the coach aisles, trains where ina little hoy
cause of the clinging
with
break
to
in
court
interested
road
the
Chicago charged
Gallup get their hands, Mrs. Norbom fainted and
were delayed; the entrance of unattended passengers was impeded: and accing a window. Fortunately, the judge, Uusy an(j mag plans to spend a diy crashed to the ground, breaking her
idents happened which added to the railway's burden of damages.
been
had
was
lat least working on the roads on the
brought
to before whom he
leg.
Here then, as in manv relations of life, private griefs must give way
to do a bov himself. There are men. lots coming Good Roads day. Farmington
a
prepare
The shock to her nervous system
guest,
time
So
next
speed
parting
you
who have never been boys. Enterprise.
of
public necessities.
them,
was so great that when she was taken
the hugging, kissing and tearful swapping of farewells on private or neutrtl
This judge said to the little chap:
Impolite.
home acute indigestion set in, which
ground.
"I've been a hoy myself and I broke The
has refrained haffled the exnert nhvsieians summon- a window once in a while, too." Then from commenting on the weather
forjed by her husband, Haaken E. Xor-th- e
he talked to the juvenile window-breake- r
past two weeks because it wasbomi presi(lent ot the xorbom
A NEW COMPLICATION
adsome
and gave him
good
at. least it was impolite to J.i,1p.i,,
fnmnanv
It looks as if President Wilson were not quite through, even yet, with the
to be a
say what we thought about it. Alamo-gordaffair. The protest filed by Senator Ashurst with the vice and got the kid's promise
A man belived by the police to be
and
in
the
careful
more
future
Jillle
successor
as
B.
Haydeti
attorney general against the employment of Thomas
the highwayman who was responsible
new sent him home. Just supposing that
Be Governor.
to McNab, to conduct the cases against Diggs and Caminetti opens up a
in
such unusual manner for Mrs
judge had never been a boy. The reof the government of chilSpeaking
complication.
sult would have been that the kid dren one of the jnost important func- Xorbom's death was arested last week
to
heed
this
will
do
well
protest.
The president
would have been sent to jail tions in life remember that even in Camden and released in $300 bail
aroused regarding these probably
Already there has been too great a suspicion afford
a
short
for
term, and then what? He governors must first learn to govern He said he was John Shaw.
shadow
a
have
to
can illy
would
conspicuous cases, and President Wilson
have come out feeling themselves.
is Desimply
Learning that the hold-uRaton Range.
of doubt cast upon his intentions as to an honest and forceful prosecution.
lieved to be the fundamental cause of
the disgrace of it and hating the judge
He
What's
'
Giving.
talent
attorneys
by
best
legal
possessed
secure
the
possible
to
A failure
the with all his might, and a feeling of
Everyone should ask himself what ihe woman's death, the authorities
of experience in criminal practice, will be a decided reflection upon
bitterness toward the whole world. he is giving to the world; what return yesterday were debating as to what
was
there
that
the
convince
to
difficult
be
people
would
administration, and it
That would have been but human na- he is making for all the board and action to take in regard to the man
not a hidden intent back of the action. Since the peculiar action of
ture and no one could have blamed the lodging and for all else that has been ivho actually inflicted no injury whatmanifest
be
must
and the inconsistent attitude of Wilson, sincerity
ever on Mrs. Xonbom, except through
boy.
done for him during his occiiDancv.
if the president would clear himself entirely of suspicion in tills matter.
the shock he gave her.
I have never felt that the jail was Gallup Republican.
o
of a place for youngsters, anyway, and
Predicament.
official
flower
Ihe
Gaynor's
made
the
has
daisy
The Pennsylvania legislature
OBEV THAT IMPULSE!
Mr. Gaynor may prove a goner undo not think
as a rule an incarthe state. That is probably because some of the members of the .legislature ceration in onethat
Instead of enduring the dally tor
one
did
less
can
of
a
he
interest
the
the
awaken
particle
boy
themselves.
daisies
are familiar with it, being
sore
of good. These institutions do not people in his succession. He is willing ment of weak back, backache,
n
.
rheumaswollen
and
Joints
to
ot
as
that
reform.
and
kidneys,
1316
term
in
another
nomination
mayor
They
only
punish,
accept
Senator norah says he doesn't want the Republican
to
take
that
our
we
Foley's
not
is
impulse
what
do
to
want
New
jtism,
with
obey
but
eliminated
and
good
York,
keen
of
having
perception
Senator Borah has the reputation of being a man
with
That can be done at party from his vocabulary he would Kidney Pills. They
youngsters.
judgment.
home and in the schools. What we need to go before the city people of nature, which accounts for their sueIs
The ces in all kidney and bladder disor-tlme- s
give the children a boost New York as an Independent'.
It looks as If. from the Washington investigation, a large addition will be want thetoroad
ders. They are healing, strengthen-a- s
of
is
matter
which
test
are
a
the
for
hard
In
out
of
along
enough
and
ripe
both
congress.
from
those
made to the Ananias club,
at best.
between Tammany, the Progres- - ,nS and tonic. Obey that impulse
One cannot feel the same sympathy
Republicans, Democrats and the day and five them a chance to help
When Senator La Follette starts that tariff speech there will be a
man
who
hulk
of
And may the people
for
a
a
goes
win, you. The Capital Pharmacy.
People.
big
the progress of its delivery.
of
wrong for he has had experience and
knows the game and the consequences
wrong doing, but it is different with
BOO H00 MAMA !'. I"Y' l
fnPVV flNF rtFAfON la. boy. Judge Iiindsay pretty inor-- j
UIW
iucui; v.
PaKKTr O IUIjC MY I 'Olgm.V t Pl.aUlIBIieU
li.oi,,:,,,, a unv ,.Qti,,.r limn nnniahitie
lDOLye.BO0-H00-AN- i
him, and showing a little confidence) in
HW'METHLU WONT
him rather than giving him a blowing
up and taking all the nerve and hope
A TtA-rin i
APUCII out of his little system. There is no
time of life when a little encourage-.cormeat does not do a fellow some good
We are all helped by it no matter how
old we are or how much experience
we have in life. It is a big thing to
help a boy or a girl to get started
right. Habit is a strong factor in this
existence of ours, not only in our
ear.ly journey, but all through the
way. The judges of our courts have
a big responsibility in the help or
the harm they can do and this is particularly true with our juvenile court
judges. But when you come to that
we all of us have about all we can
handle in that line.
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"All of Today's Newo Today

Business and Banking Matters,
and who, in all their transactions, follow methods that are
CONSERVATIVE and at the same time JUDICIOUSLY PROGRESSIVE. The wisdom of the policy which they outline for the Bank is evidenced by the soundness
and steady growth of the Institution.
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ARTHUR SBLIfiMAN,
S. SPITZ,
J. G. SCHUMANN.
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L. A. HUGHKS,

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE
:
:
$250,000.00
Capital, Surplus and Profits, : :
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PHONES:
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BUSINESS

The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
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THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.
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"BILLY" CATTON,
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to the pastime.

DEPARTMENT
IS

K

of the Famous

who will manage his billiard parlors and instruct those desiring to
learn the game. All new tables,
new cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
lounging room for those who cater

Times-mistie-

.,..,

Leaves Barranca on the arrival
the north bound train and arrlvea al
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding towns. Wire Embudn
station.

MARCUS CATT0N,
Son

pel-Ce-

n

PARLORS,

at a Great Expense,

Has Engaged
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BILLIARD

MONTEZUMA
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Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both , North South
Bounds Trains.

MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
Proprietor, of the

j

j

VVOQDVS STAGE LINE

ANNOUNCEMENT

AS

i

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

WELCOME!

EVERYONE
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in

1
1
1

INSURANCE

La Salle Hotel

I

i1 CHARLEY GANN, Prop'r
1
i1
European Plan.
At All Hours.

Fire, Life, Accident
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc

i

City Property, Farms

REAL ESTATE

Meals
Elegant Rooms in Connec- tion. Steam Heat,
1 Electric Lights and Baths.

1

I

DAY.

j

Corner Plaza,

g

RATES: 50c and 75c PER
241 San Francisco Street.

Near

S. W.

Ranches, Orchards
Land Grants, Etc

Surety Bonds

H
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Pre-hav-

Of

"FixitShop"

1

LOCK, KEY

SANTA FE

Sao Francisco St., Phone

315

nARBrme
nUDDurt tURCAf
iniEni
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EUGENE NADEAU, PROPRIETOR,

SCARES

Former Master Mechanic
Sacramento Shaft, Bisbee, Arizona.
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SPECIALTIES

MACHINERY
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EDITORS.

194

GUNS, BICYCLE,
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All Kinds.

Telephone

For Repairing of All Kinds
In Metal and Wood

1
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MAYES

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, W. M.
June 27, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that Elizabeth W. Probert, widow of William
H. Probert, Jr., of 619 Smith St.,
Schenectedy, N. Y., who, on January
12, 1911, made Homestead Entry No.
NE
NE
014779, for NE
4

SE
W
NE
NE
SE
NE
El-NE
W
NE
SW
W
NE
SE
S
SE
Sec. 24, T. 20 N R.
SE
SE
NW
S
SW
2 E., and S
NW
SW
SE
SW
NE
NE
NE
SW
SW
NE
NW
SE
NW
NW
NE
SW
W
S
SW
Sec. 19 Township
NE
SW
SE
20 North, Range 3 East, N. M. P. B. and
Meridian, has filed notice ot intention
to make five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described,
before U. S. Commissioner, John Al
exander at Schenectady, N. Y., and
that ot her witnesses before the reg
ister and receiver, Santa Fe, N. M.,
on August 11, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
E. M. Fenton, W. H. kogers, Win- fred Bletcher, all of Jemez Springs,
N. M., and W. Garnett, of Senorito,
N. M.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Register.
W
NE
E
SE

NE
H. W
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2
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2
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1-- 4
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the correct answer to this
will depend much of
the pleasure of your outing.
Why not avail yourself of the
assistance of the undersigned,
one of the Santa Fe's summer
tour specialists? His help will
cost you nothing, but you will
Upon

question

find it Invaluable.

4

4

4

Where
Shall We
Go This
Summer?

1--4

4

2

4

It will not pay you to waate yom
time writing out your legal forms
when yon get' them already printed
at the New Mexican Printing

-

Why Not Visit
Colorado, Grand Canyon, California, the Northwest Chicago,
Adlrondacks, the Northern Lake
Regions, or the Atlantic Coast
Resorts this summer!

Information
about
Complete
summer fares and train service,
etc., aent promptly, If you

H.

S. LUTZ,
SANTA

Aent,
'

!.

NEW MEXICO

TUESDAY,
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you believe It, made the Interesting discovery that Mr. Bruin had
found himself so hotly pursued that
lie had deliberately plucked the hor- inets nest from a nearby tree and
placed It in the trail to retard the pursuit. Next! Farmington Enterprise.
would

Heat a Menace to

Lives of Old Folks

ADDRESED TO WOMEN

j

Case of "Nerves V9

II

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
MASCrMIC.

years should
People advancing
be very careful of their health during
the hot months, as Heat has a very
enervating and weakening effect on
them. One has only to look at the
daily list of fatalties to elderly peo
ple reported by the papers to realize
that these are the hardest months for
them to overcome.
The easily digested foods should be
eaten, and then only sparingly, and
alcoholic beverages and iced things
should be avoided as much as possible.
Exercise should be taken daily in the
Khade.
Most Important of all In the
maintenance of health and vigor at
this time is to avoid constipation, vuh
its accompanying headaches and muscular and blood congestion. This is
eccomplished by the timely use of a
gentle laxative like Dr. Caldwell's
It is the ideal laxaSyrup Pepsin.
tive for elderly people, as it. Is mild,
tastes pleasant and does not gripe.
Rest of all, it contains valuable tonie
properties that build up and strengthen the system.
Elderly people should avoid strong
physics, cathartics, purgatives, salts
and pills, as they are a shock to the
In the opinion of reliable
system.

Montezuma
No. I, A. F.

A

Favorite
Prescription
a
is that

A. IMXSMOUK.
Artesia, New .Mexico, July 22. The
largest well in the whole country was

& A. M.

FOil RENT

(looms for light house-

7:0.

E. R. PAUL,
CHAS. E. LIN KEY. Secretary.

VV

M.

ROOMS FOR MKN Newly furnish-eu- ,
light and airy, shower bath, use of
library. Mrs. A. K. 1'. Robinson, coiner
Santa Fe Chapter No Grant and Johnson. Phone 270 J.
1, R. A. M.
Regular
second
convocation
with
Modern .room
WANTED
Monday of each month ;sI,,,,pi,)g )orcn, with or without board
at Masonic Hall at for wife; not sick; prefer private
7:30 p. m.
Address, F. K. ('., care Santa Fe
1. A. MASS1E,
New .Mexican.
H
P, .
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Secretary,
new brick
FOR lJKN'T Beautiful
Santa Fe Commanaery house, modern, S looms, bath, range.
finest loca- yard, garage,
No. 1, K. T. Regular shades, nice
....
,
p.iu..
conclave fourth Mon. ."iu souiiieasi cui iir. m
AIKinH'11'
day in each month at
"
Masonic Hall t 7:30
SITUATION WANTED By compe- n ,,,
WESLEY O. CONNER. JR E. C. tent, exjenencea lady stenographer.
'English and Spanish. Will go anyE. GRIFFIN. Recorder.
where in New .Mexico. Have own
Santa Fe Lodge of Per- tvachine. Will substitute for others
fection No. I, 14th de- taking vacation. Ability, New Mexigree. Ancient and Ac- can.
cepted Scottish Rite of
carWANTED Railroad
bridge
Free Masonry meets on
Mexican laborers for rail- the third Monday of each month at penters.

famous physician unusually experienced
in the treating of women's peculiar ailments. For
forty years it hau been recommended to suffering
womankind. Thousands of women can bear witness
to its beneficial qualities. Perhaps its aid is all that
is required to restore to you perfect health and BtrenEth.
Now is the time to act, write Dr. R. V. I'ierce'B, Buffalo.

By CHAS.

Lodge

Regular communi- keeping. Inquire
New Mexican.
cation first Monday
of each month at
KO
rem Furnished or un'iir
at ltjsnpd ronlljS. call at New State Cife
Masonic
Hall

n
all nro symptoms of irregularity
pains,
and female disturbances and are not beyond relief.

of

In

WANTS

-

Hot flashes, dizzirtess, fainting Fpells, backache, headache,
bearing-downervousness

A RIUER OF WATER
FLOWS FROM WELL

From
and Misery Result
Sickness
Clogged Bowels in Hot Weather

IS YOURS A

II

"brought in" near here just a few
days ago a well producing 4,ot0 galI AM NOW CURED
lons of water per minute, under lio
MRS. Dominic ItnnrlEits. of San Frar.rii.eo, Calif , write
remrdien. an.
"I take pleasure in rmmn,in(linir vour
pound pressure a well making a
winh to Bay in brhalf of your 'Favorite Prescription' and 'Golden
Medical Discovery' that through their met nm now cured of tha
veritable river as the water Hows
various troubles mat a w,nian is heir to. These remedies cured
me when others failed anil I therefore rcsolvo to luke DO other.
down into a ground tank and thence
1 thank you for your auvicc."
the
to
ditches
through the
irrigate
YOUR DRCGGIST CAN SUPPLY YOU
i
farm of H. .1. Mays, living on the
Mrs. TionnEHs
IN LIQUID OK TABLET FORM
about eight miles from Artesia. When the water is turned on
full force it spouts ten feet higher
MOVIES ClUE OLD
casing and MILITIAMEN
people like Mrs. C. J. Nicholas, 2010; than the. top of the
who 'gives the man starting it a tremen- Emerson St., Berkeley, Cal.,
WILL HIKE TO
LADY NIGHTMARE
esteems it a benefit to mankind, and dons shower bath. Hven the people
HOT
SPRINGS
arIs
an
210 N. Law St. of this section, where there
Ida C. Mllchsack,
l.atrobe.
Pa., July 22. Iieliveiug
Allentown, Pa., who declares that her tesian well on nearly every quarter
cowboys
stomach and bowels are now In per- section, are wonder struck at this proLas Vegas, N. M., July 22. -- The that the "moving-picturewere going to shoot her, Mrs. Mary
fect working order, Dr. Caldwell's duction and there are visitors every First regiment of the New Mexico
years, of this place,
aged
Syrup Pepsin is the right remedy to day. Mr. Mays owns ;'L'i) acres of land
guard has planned a practice Taylor,
use It can be obtained of any urug-;anhe could sell halt the product or i.iKe for this afternoon.
The entire in a nightmare jumped from her bedgist at fifty cents or one dollar a the well and still have sufficient wacer regiment, except such as w ill be need room window and was injured after
show for
The latter size is bouehtlto irrigate every foot of his place.
bottle.
id to police the camp and sland guai'd she viewed a moving-picturThe Mays place is "way out." Manv will march out to the Hot Springs the first time.
steadily by those who already know-itThe last reel showed a frontier
value.
doubted that he would
get artesian
shortly after noon, returning
house scene, during which
Families wishing to try a free sam- water there at all: and he himself carting
after supper. It was originally plan- gambling
Call, phone, or
Cathedral.
Visiting Scottish Rite and furnished.
ple bottle can obtain it. postpaid, by was afraid. There were two shallow ned to camp out at the Hot Springs cowboys engaged in a shooting fray.
dress l.ivesay and Caldwell, second
to
invited
are
attend,
when
cordially
and
cleared
all
smoke
the
were
B.
away
W.
'Caldwell, llf wells on the place, but they
addressing Dr,
ever night, hut Colonel Abbott yester- but the
floor,
Capital City Bank building.
E. C. ABBOTT, 32,
hero of the plot was dead.
Washington St., Monticello, 1,11.
pumping propositions, and they did day decided to make the
- Jin one The old woman talked of the scene
Master.:1'1101"0
Venerable
trip
irnot furnish sufficient water for all
day.
A.
CHAS.
WHEELON, Secy.
before she retired. During the night
rigation needed for intensive farming,
TYPEWRITERS
Battalion maneuvers were the pro- her sons and daughters hoard her
i
ii. .
such as he is doing. So he finally deCleaned, adjusted ana repaired. New
At !i:l.". o'clock the scream: They are going to shoot
I. P. O. E.
cided to try for artesian water. In gram yesierday.
Ribbons and but
furnished.
Santa Fe LodgeNo j platens
this section artesian wells are brought First battalion, iii command of .Major me. '
sold, eschcange!
plies.
Typewriters
U.
'.
the
and
Second
O.
B.
P.
ll
Bujac,
TOO
460,
battalion,
E, and tented. Standard makes handled
In at about
feel. Tin? Mays wi
They rushed to the room of the
holds
its regular Ail
went down down to 7iK feet, and, in command of Major Indwig llt'eld, aged woman and not, finding her. were
repair work and typewriters
to
km
from
Clovis
on
t
secme
Auto Turned Turtle.
last while it passed through two alratums
Herford, Texas,
session on the
camp to work out a number on mystified. Hearing moans just under
Santa Fe Typewriter Sz
anteed.
fourth
ond
and
Ed Head, while enroute to Silver Saturday afternoon, Henry Cooksie, of water, it was not artesian, nor was maneuver problems.
the bedroom window they investigat- change, Phone 231 W.
and John it sufficient for his purpose. So the
woman
Wednesday cf eacb
The first, battalion advanced to the cd and found he white-robeCity from his ranch at Burro Springs, a single man age forty-livInn
VI
month.
met with an accident on the Oak HugheB, married, age 28, were instant-Grov- t'rill was sent on down and down.iGallinas river and from there
CALIFORNIA PROPERTY.
began lying on the ground.
ly killed by the overturning of their with his heart coming further up
Hill which might, easily ha'-brothers are invK-the task of routing an imaginary
She was badly shaken up and tolt!
Any one contemplating
coming to
car
for-;
seven
miles
about
east
of
it
ed and welcome.
been much more serious than
Texico,
day, because there was no water. enemy located at the Agua Pura res- her children that "she had dreamed
California to reside, and wishing to
and
the driver, Pete Skidmore, who They went to SIS feet, when all at ervoir, near the
EDWARD P. DAV1ES,
tunately turned out. Coining up the
acre or up
purchase a home with
asylum. By working 'she was in a frontier den to take the
Exalted Ruler,
hill in his Overland car in which his it is claimed, was also drinking some, once there was a roar and everybody out a plan to get
Ihero home and that the cowboys were
can save money by addressing me art
to the dam bv
C. H. WILSON I have several
family were, they met a team, and as was severely bruised, though not bad- about the rig was flooded with water, rush march the soldiers
properties for sale on
finally cap-- j about to shoot her.
there was no room to pass the chau- ly injured. All three men lived at Herthe yard was Hooded, about the lurea ine nut.
Secretary. easy terms. All are in Ios Angeles
ffer started to back down to a wider ford. Cooksie and Hughes were at house it was Hooded,
the
through
jcounty, on the best electric car line
The Second battalion started from
In doing this and trying to Clovis. drunk and disorderly,
and nearby fields everything was flooded
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
place.
Santa Fe Camp reaching out of Los Angeles Cily.
the
and
river
worked
Santa
the
rnn
some
past
mentis nere, cailett their homebefore tney CmM slop tile f0w It
keep clear of the steep bank he
M. W. A. Write nit!, stating what, you desire
13514,
too close to the high side and one hind at Hertortl anrt asked that some one:was sllcn a i,jg
that even the Fe hospital to a hill north of the
meets iecond Tues- and I will send you description with
De Vargas.
,
This battalion also was sue
wheel went high enough to turn the come over tor them and take them drillers were wonder-struck- .
All have
R. Ii. Warwick, Laredo, Texas.
They es- camp.
day each month, so- prices, terms and location.
machine completely over in the road. home. Skidmore came in his car, but timated it at M'jOO barrels but when Cfssful in getting the advantage oi
cial meeting third iiliiindance of water. Climate the very
A. Duer, Denver.
W.
The top. which was up, offered some the party never reached home. It is the water commissioner went out in the enemy.
at Fire- best. I have a house in the city also
Tuesday
Thock Davidson, Wichita.
lie men take an interest In this'
protection, and though it was de- claimed by Skidmore that the last:a couple of days to test it In accord
man's Hall. Visit with eight rooms, In good location, on
C. Xj. Davidson, Wichita.
Mrs.
inmolished it saved the party from
thing he remembered before the fatal jwi,n thp uw it wag foun(j t0 flow a vork, and each day problems of this) Sam
a large lot. ('has. T. Alleman, Box
ing neighbors welcome.
Kldodf, ChamKa.
jury. The driver was pinned under- crash of the car was that one of thejbit over 4um gallons per minute. The kwid will be given the officers to be
A. G. WHITTIER. Consul.
:!0, Willowbrook, California.
V. Heck, El Rito.
J.
neath, and it was an hour and a half ineii, both of whom were riding in thewater is as fine as any brought in in worked out as in real warfare.
A. E. P. ROBINSON, Clerk.
Pedro.
San
Proehstel,
('has.
before he could be gotten out. No one back seat, playfully jumped upon hisithe entire valley, with just a tinge of
NOTICE!
Those who are trying out' for thej Horace
Harper, El Paso.
of the party had a scratch to show for back and crushed him down on the 8,,Iphur, but not enough to make it rifle team started
F. W. FARMER
Siate of New Mexico, County of
on the
K. J. Strawn, Alamosa.
practice
1
remem-their misadventure. Silver City
wheel.
all
"That's
No. Santa Fe, in the Probate Court for
steering
Homestead
detrimental in any way.
Sulphur range under the instruction of Lieu-- !
R. (!. lireckenridge, Monte Vista.
ber until I was again conscious and water is as good as any for irrigation tenant
2879, Brotherh- and in the County of Santa Fe.
Bump, of the United States! Mrs. C. Fritzpatrick and daughters
looked about me to see the two men purposes some say it is better than
ood of AmeriIn the matter of the estate of RichThe work accom-- ( lebum, Texas.
army Monday.
Good Gold Clean-Up- .
dead and my car on its back a wreck." other water but, like olives, one
can Yoemen,
showed that the New Mexico! N. P. Cornel. Denver.
ard Wilson Barry, Deceased.
plished
M e e 1 8 second
The word comes from the Cora Bell Word was carried to Farwell by a must learn to like to drink sulphur tiflemen will be in good condition'
Last Will and Testament of Richard
Clarence Iden, Las Vegas.
s
mine at the Red River mining camp passing freight train crew. A Clovis water if it be very strong, and in the when they take the trip to Camp Perand
fourth
Wilson Barry, Deceased.
S.
W.
Chicago.
O'Leary,
was
on
the
first
the ground, learning some of us are willing to
physician
that the Pratt mil! in an eleven-hou- r
of the To Whom It May Concern:
this year. Lieutenant. Bump is ce!
ry
T.
C.
Clalluup.
Poison,
but
nothing could be done for either forswear water entirely except for f lain that the team will
run took eighteen ounces of gold off of
month at the
Notice is hereby given that Wednesdo credit to
L. C. Ilfeld, Las Vegas.
the men. They were dead when 'rigatlon purposes. But this new well. the
the plates. Understand this is not a
Fireman's
Hall. day, the 30th day of July, A. D. 1913,
New
Mexico
national
guard.
Montezuma.
clean-up- .
This amount of gold wasreIP reached them. Cooksie is fore-- ! this great wonder, is practically pure
H. Foreman. R. L. Baca,
All of the men did not turn out this
at ten o'clock, a. m., of said day, and
O. O. Murphy, El Paso.
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
taken from only the plates. Were man on the John Gordon ranch, near 'water, fine drinking water, and it cer morning for practice for various rea
the Court Room of the Probate Court
Dave
St.
E.
Hereford.
Clovis
Journal.
Joseph.
Houston,
on
is
the
crops hump
this showing made in California or
making
talnly
of Santa Fe, New Mexthe
but the entire squad will pracof
sons,
Carl
Silver
I).
as
Comstock,
City.
the Mays place. Such wells
Santa Fe Lodge ico, at County
these, tice each
Colorado the fact would be heralded
Court House in the
the
until
when
County
day
Wednesday
LOOK
John
Lucia.
BETER
OUT.
No. 2, Knights
McGillvray.
of
especially so far out, give everyone the first
around the world. A gold discovery
and
and
Fe
of
Santa
exercises
will
start.
City
grading
John Sullivan, San Pedro.
It looks as though Sheriff McGrath greater and greater confidence in the The men will
of the nature of the Red River camp,
meets State aforesaid, has been County
shoot on the (J00 yard
appointed as
P. Jump, Artesia.
Second
and
under like circumstances, were it would have to detail a deputy to jcountry and its possibilities.
every
the time and place of proving the will
range on Wednesday.
La Salle.
made in the state on our north would guard and protect the soldiers on the
Fourth Friday of of
the said Richard Wilson Barry, deBelen.
j
conborder
below Hachita. The Mexicans DAID
cause a veritable stampede. The
Virginia Hendren,
the month at 8
ceased.
U
It
Ul
Susie
all nior thorn
o'clock p. m.
Moore, Amarilla, Texas.
servative manner of introducing to have hepn nnttinir
M. A. ORTIZ,
(SEAL.)
W. S. Brown, East Las Vegas.
the public a really meritorious discov- and they do not seem able to take
AS COLLATERAL
in K.
Meeting
County Clerk.
M. Martin, Denver.
A.
care
of
own
in
their
it
effective
as
First
property.
P.
of
over
prove
may
Hall
ery
just
By V. I. AI.AR1D, Deputy.
the end, but realization Is not as quick was a machine gun that was "swiped"
The. cool spell of the past few days
Kaune's Btore.
Burlington, N. J., July 22. In the
Dated at Santa Fe this 7th day of
DON'T use a cougn medicine conwere it made in flaming colors. It one night, run across the border, and steel vault of the Mechanics' National is lowering the 41 year average, even
All
A. 1). 1913.
July,
consome
used
of the battles Bank
or morphine. They
in
brings a country to the front with a probably
Knights are most
reposes an oblong package tied though it is but little. Yesterday the taining opiumbowels
not
and
do
the
cure,
rush instead of long drawn out and of of the revolution. Next it was oats. with pink bay ribbons.
invited.
stipate
cordially
not
did
detemperature
go above 75
RHEUMATISM AND THE HEART.
It was found that many bushels of
slow growth.
only stifle the cougn. Examine the
A. P. HILL, C. C.
The parcel, the center of much gig- grees and it was as low as 55 at 5:30 label and if the medicine contains
Don't overlook the grave fact that
oats
for
cav
feed
the
the
of
provided
A.
3.
R.
and
K.
to
of
REINGARDT.
Puler and Cushner are preparing
making these harmful
rheumatism easily "settles in the
gling interest among the bank clerks, a. m. yesterday morning,
Folit.
had
refuse
horses
The
opiates
alry
disappeared.
ship five cars of ore via Jarosa and
contains the oddest collateral ever de- a mean temperature for the day of Co
and disturbs the valvular
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA. heart," The cure consists in
are making arrangements with teams soldiers thought some cow boys had posited with a New Jersey banking in- degrees which is four degrees lower ey's Honey and Tar Compound
removing
Is
no
sooth
and
stolen
but
when
the oats,
oats were
opiates,
healing
to haul the ore. The ore will pass
Lodge No. 259, holds its regular !the cause. Foley Kidney Pills bo tone
tiian the mean temperature for July
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